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The Murray Ledger & Times
One Section — 10 Pages
'Project Independence' Services
To Begin In Area Counties Today
The I irst of several special services to
the elderly are to begin today, offered
through the pilot "Project Indepen-
P. dence" program. This pilot project is
designed to assist persons 60 years and
over to remain living independently
within their own homes as opposed to
requiring institutional care. --
 ..-..
According to Maudine Buchanan,
actint•oortitnator from the Bureau for
Social Services, those services to begin
today will include home delivered ,
44P4-j- 
meals, homemaker services, tran-
s sportat ion, handyman_ and
Youth Art Month, a national observance sponsored each March by the Crayon, Water Color, a
nd Craft Institute and en-
dorsed by the National and Kentucky Art Associations, is being promoted by Murray High 
School with an open house on
Wednesday from 8:30 a.m. to 3:00 p.m. and an art contest sponsored by the Creative Arts 
Department of the Murray
Woman's Club, The public is invited to view the exhibit and gain information about the 
important aspect of the students'
overall academic enrichment that of artistic awareness and participation, which influenc
es all lifestyles. Shown are
some of the students at work - Senior Chris Montgomery at the weaving loom, junior Tommy
 Shawn on an electric pot-
ter's wheel, and junior Claude Johnson at the easel.
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) - The state
administration seems to have _ wan-
dered into a blind alley in its attempt to
revise a ..shabby image _on personal
service contracts.'
Gov. Julian Carroll's creation of a
board to review the controversial
contracts got off t& .an-unpromising
start Friday..
-Lt. Gov-. Thelma Stovall, one of the
five members, pointedly stayed away,
and her attorney dubbed the new
Personal Service Contract Commission
"an exercise in futility."
If such non-cooperation continues,
the administration may find its effort to
resolve the contract question is a
fiasco.
torneys, auditors, engineers, architects
and,other professionals obtain yearly
awards from the state for tasks for
which it theoretically would be im-
practical to hire fulltime employes.
The arrangement has been in effect
for decades, with an incumbent regime
reaping the benefits of awarding pacts
to political cronies and sowing a storm
of criticism as a result.
The Carroll circle decided months
ago to defuse the situation somehow.
It hurried its plans when state
Auditor George Atkins, a factional
opponent of the Democratic ad-
ministration. announced he was un-
dertaking a sweeping review of all
contracts with an eye to reform.
The main question for the Carroll
Bike-A-Thon
Forms Now -7
Applications and parental consent
forms for the annual Cystic Fibrosis
Foundation Bike-A-mon are now
available at the Murray City Police
Department.
Bretkt Manning, chairman for the
April 16 event, said all persons under 18
who are planning to participate in the
-T - fund-raising event must secure
parental consent forms at city hall.
The Bike-A-Thon is for all ages, and
'funds raised through the event will be
used for the Cystic Fibrosis Foundation
prtojects.
irside today  
camp was how to allay public suspicion
of the personal service contracts
process.
One proposal was that relevant non-
state organizations make the decision'
to award or reject contracts.
That sounded good, but on further
thought contained the seeds of chaos
.and more furor, .
Imagine, for example, the state
Association for Architects having to
decide whether a member should get a
contract.
In the first place the tendency would
be affirmative, on the assumption
architects these days are hungry for
business.
Secondly, a rejection would touch off
personal' bitterness and could split the
professional group.
This notion was junked in favor of
authorizing the state Property and
Buildings Commission -to make the
rulings.
Then because of a technical obstacle
the commission's name, but not
membership, was changed by Carroll
before the first meeting Friday.
It happens that the governor
automatically controls the commission
3-2 at least-by virtue of his mem-
bership and that of two appointive state
officials.
Such a state of affairs hardly is
guaranteed to ease citizen skepticism,
and Carroll was snappish in answering
reporters' questions on that point.
The implication is that he is
dishonest, the governor said, and the
suggestion is that a member like
"Revenue Commissioner Maurice
Carpenter "is a crook."
The remark appears to be somethibbor
of a red herring.
No one has suggested that the affable
Carpenter.is dishonest. -
The real implication is that the
governor retains control of the situation
because neither Carpenter nor Finance
Secretary Russell McClure, the other
member, is likely.-tofiir-hii job by
defying Carron on p,frticular contract
proposals. "
• Thus, a $241,000 award Brighton
Engineering Co. of Frankfort, owned by
William R. May-who has longtime
links with various state
regimes-sailed through effortlessly
Friday.
The Murray State University Racer baseball team won
five of its six games over the weekend ..as the spring -
baseball season opened here. S'ports Editor Mike Brandon
has the story on Page Five in today's sports section.
Kentucky beef cattle producers will join producers all
over the nation to vote this sprin.g or summer on a national
referendum to decide on a proposed voluntary assessment
on the sale of cattle. That story is in today's farm section
on Pages Six and Seven.
Increasing cloudiness this
morning with a chance of rain
this afternoon, high in the upper
50s. Cloudy with rain likely
tonight, low in the low .40s.
Becoming partly cloudy and












Deaths & Funerals 
But with Mrs. Stovall conspicuously
absent and her personal lawyer, Joseph
Leary of Frankfort, advising her the
entire new mechanism is.invalid. I.
'Leary contends that only the
governor has statutory authority to
approve the contracts, and that he
cannot give away this power by a
simple exegutive order. _ . - _
--,Se the new personal service contract
plan stumbles' along, satisfying no
critics and in fact likely to generate
more adverse publicity for the Carroll
Administration.
- Hazel officials have notified-the state
that they do not Plan to spend any of the
municipal road aid funds allocated to
the city for road improvements during
this fiscal year 1976-77 ).
The Kentucky Department of
Murray City police are investigating'
a burglary at 100"2 North 13, Apartment
B, where Tom Hager reported the theft
of items valued at over $1,000.
Polices-al'eolor television, a tape
--drer,'-aria-an amplifier, total value
$1,020, were taken in the breakin, whiCh
occurred sometime between March 11
and 20.
Police are also investigating the theft
of two mags and tires, valued at $100.
from Bobby McKinney Used Cars. on
South Third.
Officers also investigated a self-
inflicted gunshot wound Sunday, ac-
cording to department records. James
Johnson, 19, 505 Broad, is listed in
stable conditioajoday at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital after suf-
fering injuries from a .72 calibre rifle
shot to the abdomen, according to
police.
A motion has been filed yi Calloway
Circuit Court to dissolve a restraining
order against Dr. James Ammons.
ac9rding to court records.
The restraining order was issued last
fall to bar Ammons from issuing
prescription orders in connection with
drug charges brought against him by
state and local authorities.
Circuit Judge James Lassiter will
rule on the motion on March 25, ac-
cording to court records.
Fiscal Court To
Meet On Tuesday
The Calloway Fiscal Court will meet
tomorrow at 10 a.m. at Judge Robert 0.
Miller's office.
This will be a special session of the
court, according to Judge Miller.
How much will Calloway County
residents be contributing to Uncle Sam
next month in income taxes? What part
of the $255 billion in 'personal income
and employment taxes that Washington
Other services will be added as the
program is fully developed over the
next year.
Funding for the project was obtained
through the Bureau for Social Services.
Administration of the comprehensive
service program is the responsibility of
the Purchase ADD, West Kentucky.
Allincl.Sezyieenci-tbe Ruireatr-for -
Social Services.
After great , consideratiop, the
Department for Human Resources
designated the eight far western
Kentucky counties as the site for the
_ longram...clue_to the higlconcentratiori
work in most sections of the country
during the taxable period.
That is because overall income was
greater, due to the wage gains obtained
by those who were employed. It is at-
which is the movement of people into
higher brackets, where tax rates are
correspondingly higher.
As a result, the budget submitted to
Congress calls for personal income and
employment taxes to yield nearly $37
billion more than the $218 billion
collected last April.
Calloway County- ffiii—ayers if7d1 be
shouldering their full share of this in-
crease, it is expected, reflecting the
higher total income locally.
It is estimated, on that basis, that
collections in the area 'this year will
come to approximately $21,275,000. - .
. As -for. the _forthcoming fiscal year,
just how big the tax burden will be is
uncertain at this time. The executive -
budget, now being examined by
Congress, anticipates personal taxes of
8296 billion, as compared with this
year's $255 billion.
The total income of _the local
population would have to increase
proportionately for.the area-to carry its
commensurate share of that rise.
them?
Preliminary figures indicate that the
total will be considerably greater than
in the past year, when they turned in
close to $18,215,000, including the •
amount withheld via payroll deduc-
tions.
That is approximately what Was
collected locally by the Government,
based on an unofficial breakdown of the
statewide figures released by the
Internal Revenue Service.
The returns from the State of Ken-
tucky as a whole came to $2,118,000,000,
according to the IRS. Of this total,
-feSideritS of _Calloway County con-
tributed an estimated 0.86 per cent.
Government expectations are for
bigger receipts this year than last, even
though there were more people out of
Transportation earlier had announced
that Hazers,,_ share of the 1976-77
municipal road aid funds, financed
through allocations from state motor
fuel tax revenues, would amount to
$2,030.
. However, electing not to spend the
money during the year in which it was
allocated does not mean that the city, ,
will lose those funds.
According to State Highways Deputx
Commissioner Otto Ingram, whose
office administers the annual
municipal road aid program, the law
requires that the transportation
department hold the money and turn it
back to the city again next year, along
with their new fiscal year allocation.
In that way," said Ingram, "cities
sometimes are able to accumulate a
larger deposit of road aid dollars which
permits them to plan for a more -sub: -






Dates for 1;e-registration for all first
grade students who will be attending
one of the elementary schools in the
Calloway County School System have
been announced by Supt. Dr. Jack
Rode.
--Pre-rearation for East Elementary
School will, be held Tuesday, March 22,
at nine a.m. At Southwest, pre-
registration is set for Wednesday,
March 23, at nine a.m., and at North, at
nine a.m. on Thursday, March 24.
"It is vitally important for all
students to be registered in order that
the necessary supplies and books be
ordered for the 1977-78 school year,"
Rose .said. Parents are asked to bring
their children and health records ohe
students for the pre-registration.
of elderly persons residing within the
Purchase. :
Governor Julian Carroll has ex-
pressed his interest anti, concern that
Project Independence will prove to-be-- , --
most successful in promoting op-
portunities for older people to remain
active in their communities and in their
__ home eninronniont,. -
• • We are very fortunate to be involved
in such an extensive services program
for the elderly," commented Lee King,
District Manager Bureau -for Social
Services. It is going to take time to
i
the
 m p pl ermo gernat mall 2 rand4 Is eho‘p, ie  e inpt:unblitz:i iwill_
be patient' while we get this com-
prehensive service program in 'working
order."
Persons 60 years and older may
contact a local representative of the
Bureau for• Social Services for in-
formation about Project Intlependence.
After April 1, a regional WATS line will
be in operation so that citizens may
contact the service delivery agency for
the .program which is West Kentucky
Allied Services housed in Mayfield.
"We are-still locking for a resource of
suppliers to provide some df-tite ser-
vices incorporated into the program,"
continued Ms. King. "In fact, we en-
courage any persons feelin the
'ices o provi s e to the elderly to
contact their local Project Indepen-
dence Coordinator."
Since, this is a program designed
specifically foc-the older person,
elderly applicants will be given em-
ployment priority if they are in a
position to provide some of these ser-
vices to others.
The following list outlines those
serViCes to begin today.
Home delivered meals: provides
individuals in their own home, a
nutrition balanced meal and-or assist
individuals who lack motivation or
ability to prepare intala wilh:sPertal-
dietary restrictions. ""' - ---
Homemaker services: (presently
limited) provides an elderly person
with personal care service which may
allow him_to_remain in or return to his
own borne. Persunal care services may
include bathing, shaving, home
management, grocery shopping, and
meat preparation.
Transportatiour assist the elderly in
obtaining necessary needs out of their
homes such as trips to medical
facilities, grocery, bank, and
recreation opportunity.
Crisis intervention: designed to assist
the elderly in meeting any emergency
or disaster related situations. An
example of this service may be
securing temporary housing.
Handyman: insures that the con-
dition of the elderly person's home
meets the needs of that person. This
may include repairing screens, broken
glass, roof, gutters-, etc.
Any person 60 years or older ,or who
knows an elderly resident of the eight
Purchase counties requiring assistance
should contact one of the following for
information and assistance:
Ballard: David Brown, 335-3501.
Calloway: Bonnie Ashby, 753-5362.
Carlisle: -Gail Sullivan, 628-3434.
Fulton: Rachel Williams; 477-1850.
Graves: Karen Parm, 247-4711.
Hickman: Henry Brazzell, 6514335.
Marshall: Kate Henton, 527-1354. -
'McCracken: Edna Kuehle, 442-9264 ,
t
COUNTY SPELLING BEE WINNERS-Winners in the Calloway .Courity Spelling Bee were determined Saturday as 12 win-
ners from local, schools competed in the Spelling Bee held at North Elementary. Overall and eighth grade winner Was
Debbie Stubblefield, who is being presented a dictionary and a check for SIO from lommy Brown of Murray I fleatres,
sponsor of the competition locally. Seventh grade winner was Darrell Overby- who ret eived $23 and sixth grade winner
was Kay Farley who rectived S11. sitti Photo by Gene 'YU utt herrn




cause loss of sight in
thdlisands of people annually
— often needlessly, according
to the Kentucky Society for the
Prevention of Blindness.
"Although many accidents
can be neither anticipated nor
avoided, resultant injury is in
large part preventable if the




"One expects to find eye
hazards in -sueh places as
industrial plants, on con-
struction sites, in school
workshops and chemistry
laboratories. But what of
hazards around the house and
garden? Those who •protect
their eyes on the job and yet






potential threats to vision
exist from seemingly unlikely
sources goes a long way
towards preventing injury,
and the application of com-
mon sense goes further still.
For example — paying
careful attention to directions
far the use of household
cleaning products, especially
those in aerosol cans an4.
spray bottles, can mean the
avoidance of a painful and
even serious eye injury.
Employing extreme caution
I • •• '
herbicides, including the
wearing of safety goggles, is a
logical course. "It stands to
reason," says Ms. Zollinger,
"that if the substance is strong
enough to do the job, it is
strong enough to damage
delicate eye tissue."
The Society urges particular
vigilance on the part of
parents to make sure a child's
to and games are free from
....eye hazards. The increased
'attention created by con-
sumers groups and govern-
ment agencies to produce
safety regulations does not
guarantee that children's
playthings as marketed are
harmless.
"Dart games, BB guns,
archery sets, missile-type toys
and chemistry sets — none
should be used by children
without strict adult super-
vision," Ms. Zollinger reports,
"odor any cirri iffictnnees,
should a child be permitted to
play with fireworks."
The Kentucky Society for
the Prevention of Blindness
reminds parents that good 'eye'
safety habits developed in
childhood are of vital im-
portance and could mean the
difference between good
vision and blindness in adult
life.
Promotion of eye safety is a
primary emphasis of the





lIrs. Hardie Gives Lesson
At Wet At Burchett Home
The Wadesboro
Homemakers Club met in the
home of Mrs. Clinton Burchett
on Wednesday, March 16, at
10:30 a. m. with the president,
Mrs. Lowell Palmer,
presiding.
Mrs. Max Hurt read Psalms
1 for the devotion.
The lesson on "Italian
Cooking' was presented by
Mrs. Wayne Hardie who
prepared lunch for the
members.
Announcement was made of
the tasting luncheon to be held
April 22, and several members
signed to prepare food for the
luncheon at the First United'
Methodist Church.
Mrs. David Palmer gave a
lesson on "Landscaping."
Mrs. Hardie presented a
discussion on "Understanding
Ourselves" with all members
participating in the
discussion.
The recreational period was
conducted by Mrs. Ernest
Futrell. Mrs. Jean Cloar,
county agent in home
economics, was a guest.
Others present were Mrs.
Dorothy Fuelner, Mrs. Gladys
Young, Mrs. Gusta Conner,
Mrs. Burma Fulton: and Mrs.
Clarence Culver.
The next meeting will be
April 20 at 1:30 p. m. at the
home of Mrs. Hardie..
HAWAIIAN PEARS
Core and cut three Bartlett
pears into eighths. In large
skillet, melt one-quarter cup
butter, stir in one-quarter cup
sugar; P.vo teaspoons corn-
starch, one-quarter teaspoon
salt, one tablespoon chopped
candied ginger and one-half
cup water. Bring to boil. Add
pears and one-hall cup canned
pineapple chunks. Simmer
five-10 minutes or until pears
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By Abigail Van Buren
c.) 4977 by Cabbie° Tr(buns-11 V News Sync' inc
DEAR ABBY: You told a woman who Was-in love with a
married man: "Send him home to his wife and children..."
Abby, this is 1977. Why didn't you tell her to ask her
married lover to be honest with his wife about her, and try
to develop an "open marriage" that would include the girl-
friend too?
A marriage doesn't have to be exclusive to be good. Each
oUus can Jove more than one person7W1Iy be h-ypocriticar-
If there were fewer "either/or" ultimatums, there would
be fewer divorces.
After 28 years of a monogamous marriage, my wife and I
decided to "open"' our marriage to include others. I now en-
courage and help -my wife to have outside relationships
with other men, and she does the same for me with other
women. Our open marriage has revitalized us and strength-
ened our marriage.
OPEN AND HAPPY
DEAR OPEN: I didn't suggest an "open marriage" be-
cause I wouldn't advise anyone to do what I myself would-
n't do. Marriage is lor should be) a sacred covenant be-
tween two people, and to "open" it to include others is a
violation of that covenant. -
It may be possible to love more than one person, but in a
civilized society, it's one at a time. The "group" thing,
which includes many partners, is not a "love feast"—it's a
sexual smor asbord. 
'DEAR ABBY: I agree with your comment about the 73-
year old woman signed TALKS TOO MUCH. "Your son did
you a kindness to tell you so.''
However, I have a better way to find out if I'm talking too
much. If someone interrupts me. I just keep quiet. And if
nobody asks me what I was saying befohe I was interrup
ted. I know I've been talking too much. -
D.D.J. IN SPRINGFIELD, ILL.
DEAR D.D.J.: Hooray for you. Most people would say,
"As I was saying..."
DEAR ABBY: In reference to the letter about a sixth
grade teacher telling a dirty joke to his claSS:-
I have six children I the youngest in the seventh grade)
and have worked as an aide in an elementary school for
eight years, and I have a message for parents:
IT You dislike something your child tells you happened at
school, talk to the teacher. Sometimes 'a child misunder-
stand or, unfortunately, lies. If the teacher's explanation
doesn't sAtisfy you, go to the principal.
If it is something serious or dangerous, and you arqER-
TAIN of your facts, state your concern in writing and send
it to the personnel department of your school district.
Get involved: see what is happening at your child's
school. But remember, too, that neither your child nor the
teacher is perfect.
- FOR THE KIDS
CONFIDENTIAL TO YOU: For the most readable and
honest book yet published about Franklin and Eleanor
Roosevelt, get "My Parents" by James Roosevelt, their
oldest son. It's rich- in political history and will give you an
intimate look at a fascinating family.
Everyone has a problem. What's yours? For s personal
reply, write to ABBY: Box No. 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069





What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.
ARIES
Mar. 21 to Apr. 201 gYsk4
Excellent influences. You can
give an exhilarating lift to a new
project or brighten routine to
the point where it actually
becomes stimulating.
TAURUS
Apr. 21 to May 211 kik6:7
Do not dash headlong into
day's activities no matter how
much is expected of you or how
much you wish to accomplish.
There are -cloudy" areas to
study well.
GEMINI
May 22 to June 21)
Your intuition and foresight
at a peak. Good ideas will come
seemingly "from thin air." Act
on them immediately.
CANCER
June 22 to July 23)
A new work assignment may
seem difficult to carry out, but a
comprehensive discussion with
close associates will produce
useful ideas, guidance.
1,E0
July 24 to Aug. 23) '12{-.
You usually like to solve your
own problems, but don't ar-
bitrarily reject another's idea.
It may be more practical than
your own.
VIRGO
4 Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
Some intrigue possible in
occupational circles. YOU
remain discreet and keep in-
0 ment to a minimum.
LIBRA IS
f Sept. 24 to Oct. 23i
If you have been planning any
changes in your home or
property, now is a good time to
start making them. Family will
not only approve - but will
help.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov 221 In/ eV'
Friends will be* especially
helpful now -- especially in




much-needed data. They will
also be able to give you certain
objective insights which will
prove invaluable in the. future.
SAGITTARIUS
!Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) Xv44;>
A good day for finalizing
agreements. Some unusual
background activity Will
provide the spark that hurries
matters through more quickly
than expected.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) Vi
Take nothing for granted now
and avoid jumping to con-
clusions. What seems a cer-
tainty could be otherwise. One
more admonition: Don't try to
force issues.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb.19)
Routine arid detail work will
probably bore you now, so get
busy on a creative project




1Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
A better day for completing
old projects than for beginning
new ones. In leisure time,
devote yourself to a creative
hobby.
YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with a dynamic per-
sonality, tremendous ambition
and an inner drive which
'propels you toward your goals
with the blinding intensity of a
comet. Few failures have been
born on this date, though some
of you may not fully realize your
potentials. It is important that
you find your niche early in life
because you are so versatile
that you may change roads
frequently, thus scattering
valuable energies before get-
ting on the right track. Once
there, however, your talents
and determination can lead you
to seemingly unattainable
plateaus of succes,s. Traits to
curb: overaggtessiveness and
excessive volubility. Birthdate
of: Anthony Van nyck, Elem.
painter.
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
the First Presbyterian
Church, 16th and *g*Main
Streets, at 7:30 p. m.
Night crafts group of
Welcome Wagon Newcomers
Club will meet at the home of
Nancy Weber, Lynnwood
Estates, at 7:30 p.m.
Golden - Circle Sunday
School Class of Memorial
Baptist Church will meet at
the home of Marilyn Herndon
at stven p. m.
Monday, March 21
Douglas Civic Improvement
Club will meet at the North
Second Community Center at
seven p. m,
Bluegrass State CB Club
will meet at the Murray City
Hall, South 5th and Poplar
Streets, at seven p. m:
Jack Anderson, Pulitzer
prize winning newspaperman,
will speak at Beshear Gym,
Murray State, at eight p. m.
Exhibitions of graphic
design by a number of artists
of photography and of
metalsmithing and jewelry by
several artists will open at the
Clara M. Eagle Gallery, MSU,
and continue through April 13.
Tuesday, March 22
Esther Sunday School
Class, First Baptist Church,
will meet at Fellowship Hall of
the church at 6:30 p. m.
Hardin Senior Citizens will
have a social breakfast from
7:30 to ten a. m. with shopping
from ten a. m. to four p.m.
Ellis Center will be open
from ten a. m. to three p. m.
for Senior ,Citizens with
devotion at 10-:05 a. m., work
on costumes, etc., at 10:30
a.m., sack lunch at noon, and
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Citizens will meet on the
second floor auditorium,
Special Education Building,
MSU, at 7:30 p. m.
Humane Society will meet
promptly from seven to eight
p.m. at the United Campus
Ministry Building, North 15th
Street.
Dorcas Sunday School Class
of First Baptist Church will
meet at the home of Mrs.
Homer Miller, 1505 Dudley, at
seven p.m.
Theta Department, Murray
Woman's Club, will meet at
7:30 p.m. at the club house
with the program by the
Calloway County High School
Chorus.
Murray Lodge No. 105 F. &
A. M. will meet at seven p. m.
at the lodge hall.
Rho Chapter of Alpha Delta




Church, will meet at the home
of Jane Stallons at seven p. m.
LaLeche League will meet
at the home of Debbie Shapla,
Meals for senior citizens will1002 Fairlane, at 7:30 p. m.
Dexter Senior Citizens will
meet at the Dexter Center at
9:30a. m.
Aglow Fellowship will meet
at Kenbar Inn at 10:30 a. m.
Murray State baseball game
with University of Chicago
will be at one p. rn, atiteagan
Field.
Eva Wall-Mission Group of
Memorial Baptist Church
Women will meet at the
church at two p. m.
Murray TOPS Club will
meet at the Health Center at
seven p. m.
Senior recital by Gale
Ottway, Paducah, clarinet,
will be at 8:15 p. m. in Farrell
Recital Hall, Price Doyle Fine
Arts Center, MSU.
Wednesday, March 23
Hazel Senior Citizens will
meet at the City Hall at one p.
M.
Murray Quota Club will
meet at the Triangle Inn at
twelve noon.
Hardin Senior Citizens will
have a work day from 9:30 a.
m. to three p. m.
abe....at-Nactla-Seeend-Ceuter•-et-
twelve noon.
Bowling for senior citizens
will be at Corvette Lanes at
1:30 p,. m.
Harry Chapin will be in
concert at the Murray State
Fieldhouse at eight p. m.
Murray State baseball game
with University of Iowa will be
at one p. m. and with
University of Chicago at three
p. m. at Reagan Field.
"Italian Cooking" Lesson
Given, South Murray Meet
Mrs. Zella Covington opened
her home for the meeting of
the South Murray
Homemakers Club held on
Thursday, March 10, at one p.
m. with the devotion on "The
Art of Contentment" being
given by Mrs. Modelle Miller.
"Italian Cooking" was the
subject of the lesson presented
by Mrs. Ruth Eversrneyer.
Mrs. Joanne Cavitt also
presented a lesson on "Un-
derstanding and Accepting
Ourselves."
Those present were Mrs.
Cavitt, Mrs. Eversmeyer,
Special Family Lesson Is
Mrs. Lottie Gibson, Mrs.
Virginia Henry, Mrs. Miller,
Mrs. Anna May Owen, and
Mrs. Covington.
Announcement was made of
the Tasting Luncheon at the
First United Methodist
Church social hall on April 22.
Refreshments were served
by Mrs. Covington. Mrs.
Henry directed the
recreational period.
The next meeting will be
Thursday, April 14, at one p.
m. at the home of the
president, Mrs. Owen.
Given, North Murray Meet
Mrs. Irene Humphreys was
hostess for the meeting of the
North Murray Homemakers
Club held on Friday, March
11, at 1:30 p. m, at her home.
Eleven members and one
Mrt".--Nrurrell-Geteen,
were present.
Each one answered the roll
call by naming her favorite
spring flower. Mrs. Hum-
phreys read Philippians 4:11
for the devotion. Mrs. Charlie
Crawford gave the secretary's
reports. Mrs. Edgar Morris,
president, presided and an-
nounced the coming events




Ladies day luncheon will be
at Murray Country Club at
twelve noon with Mrs. Dan
Boaz as chairman. Bridge will
be at 3:30 a. m. with Mrs. Bob




Homemakers Club will meei
at ten a. m. at the-home of
Martha Butterworth for a




Mrs. Charlie Billington of
Murray Route Two has been a
patient at the Lourdes
llospital, Paducah.
PATIENT AT PADUCAH
James Galloway of Murray
Route Eight has been
dismissed from the Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah.
The Maryleona Frost Circle
of the First United Methodist
Church Women met Tuesday,
March 8, at 9:30 a. m. at the
home of Mrs. A. M. Thomas
with two guests, Mrs. M. C.
Henry and Mrs. A. L. Rhodes,
present.
The Rev. A. M. Thomas,
retired minister, presented
'the program on "The Meaning
of Lent."
Mrs. Johnny Walker,
chairman, opened the meeting
with prayer. Mrs. A. J. Kipp,
secretary, and Mrs. Helen
Nelson, treasurer, gave their
reports.
Announcement was Made of
the Day Apart services at the
Good Shepherd Church on




Mrs. Fred Gingles, gave a
report on Spring Fashions.
Mrs. Charles Robertson
presented tickets on the
Tasting Tea to be held April 22
at the First United Methodist
Church social hall.
The project lesson for the
month was "Understanding
Ourselves" which was
presented by Mrs. Robertson
and Mrs. Crawford.
Mrs. Bailey Riggins read
the landscape notes. Mrs.
Esco Gunter directed a




Also present were Mrs.
Angie Gibbs, Mrs. Ivan 
Outland, Mrs. Greene Wilson,
and Mrs. John Workman.
The next meeting will be
April 8 at 1:30 p. m. at the
home of Mrs. Outland.
MISS YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who hese net
received their home-delivered
copy of lles Murray Lodger.
Times by 5:30 p. m. Monday-
Friday Of by 3:30 p... on Satur-
days ere urged to cell 753-19I6
between 5:30 p.;. mid 6 p. m.,
filenday-Fridey, or 3:30 p. a.
and 4 p. a. Saturdays, te insere
delivery of the newspaper. Cells
most be pieced by 6p. m. weelr





Let Us Provide Help With
Your Figure And Fitness Problem.
Start Today, You'll Be
Glad You Did!!
Dixieland Shopping Center







garment, if you it
well enough to buy it
look your best in IC Enjoy


















Snug any number. You niesIthresent
this coupon when you bring your






Bring any number. You must present
this coupon when you bring your





Shirts 3 for 994
Laundered
Bring any number. You must present
this coupon when you bring your
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While Americans are being
warned to conserve certain of
our country's natural
resources, we are wasting
through lack of use one otits
greatest resources, its older
workers
—Thae-ate 74'Thtllioflpeople-41r-
years of age or older_ in this
country. Many are out of work
'and cannot find a job, foKed
out of the job market lecause of
he p eju ice
workers.
- Like other prejudices, it
makes no sense when com-
pared with the facts. Studies
have brought to light many
important points, such as:
Functional ability is the true
measure of a person's working
capacily ; employment of
middle-aged and older workers
results in significant savings to
L 3
employers through reduced
sick leave, lower turnover, and
fewer job-related accidents.
National Employ the Older
Worker Week was celebrated
March 14-18, 1977. This is a good
time for all of us to examine our
-attitudes toward-older workers-r
Employers should give special
thought to this great source of
reliable, productive employees.
The person 40 and over looking
-for-a-job-shouid-assess--his--or_
her abilities and experience
and be confident ,when seeking
a job. .When it &Imes to the
American worker, we should
remember that ability is
ageless.
Employers and applicants,
are urged to contact the local
Manpower Services Office, 319
South Seventh Street, Mayfield,
and list your needs.
',wry.- • • teeeee•••••••sseee:ie.•••••
101 NG ACK
10 Years Ago
The Eli Lilly Company announced
this morning that they had approved
the exercising of options on 185 acres of _
land inCalloway County for the con-
struction of a multi-million dollar in-
vestment manufacturing plant.
Over 100 persons unanimously ap-.
proved the financing of the local library
through a 3',2 cent per $100 assessed
evaluation last night at a community
meeting called by the Murray-Calloway
County Library Board.
Deaths reported included Robin V.
Welch, age five, who died htirifuries
after being hit by a car on March 19,
and W. Carlos Hodges, age 81.
-Carol Davis, Gay Webb, Eva Jones,
Margaret Morton, Isabel Parks, Nancy
Holmes, Estelle Ezell, and Anna Huie
were wirers in the 'Women's City
Bowling Association Tournament.
Gayle. Rogers, Beth Garrison, Susan
Evans, and David Keller, students at
-the University School, presented a
safety sitit at the meeting of the Home
Department of the Murray Woman's -
Club. Mrs. Don Keller, safety chairman
of the general club, directed the skit.
20 Years Ago
Army Mt. Pat D. On, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Willie Orr, is now serving as a
member of the 3rd Armored Division,
U. S. Forces, Germany.
Murray Mayor George Hart has
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Echoes From The Past
'-s Cedunin of historical and geneniogical
anecdotes. stories and family notes.)
Iriinen Br Judith A. Maupin
NEWBERG
When the Tennessee River was tin-
pounded to form Kentucky Lake, two
small towns were destroyed in the
process. One, Birmingham, was in
Marshall County,. and withe ciiseusard
in a later column. The other town was
the little town of Newburg, located near
the mouth of Blood River. Although it
had been--iti -existence sinea before the -
Civil War, it was still considered a town
'in 1941, when plans were being made to
flood the bottomland. At one time itswas
a prominent shipping point on the
Tennessee River, and was also the point
--at-which-much-smuggling-1mthe 
river took place during the Civil War.
The name of the town has been
changed several times. Before the war
it was ,called Warberg, but after the
war, it was name l for the river on
which it was located, being called
Blood. This supposedly was the result of
the guerilla activities during the war,
evidently, because of the smuggling
which went on there, between Calloway
County and Trigg County, across the
river. The smugglers, or "guerillas"
were shot at • by bolt' union and con-
fiderate soldiers, which made the
settlement the site of much bloodshed.
In fact, a cannonball went through the
Deaths reported include William
Wallace Outland, age 87, and Bob
__Catiady, age 87.
Over two hundred Murray Girl Scouts
.and their leaders were special guests at
the general meeting of the Murray
Woman's Club. The Scouts also
presented the program, according to
Mrs. J. I. Hosick, club president.
Births reported include a boy, Gary
Allen, to Mr.sand Mrs. Erwin Thompson
on March 8, a boy, Steven Lynn; to Mr.
and Mrs. Merritt G. Marine on March 9,
and a boy, Russell Glenn. to Mr. and
Mrs. James I3uel Hopkins on March TO.
HEARTLINE is a service for senior
citizens of all ages. Its purpose is to
answer questions land solve problems —
fast. If you have a question or problem
,._ not answered in these columns, write
HEARTLINE, 114 E. Dayton St., West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. Senior citizens
will receive prompt replies,, but you
must include a stamped, self-addressed
envelope. The most useful replies will
be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: My wife is 67 years old
and she is on Medicare. Due to her
arthritis and other medical problems
L n barely walk. It is next to im-
possible for her to get up and down our
stairs. Our doctor has suggested that a
stair-glide would my wife very much
and relieve her of a lot of pain.
However, these are very expensive and
since we are on Social Security, it would
be very hard for us to afford one. Will
Medicare help us pay for a stair-glide?
ANSWER: A stair-glide is not a
covered service under Medicare. This
is considered a,convenience item, and
even if someone's doctor would
specifically prescribe it, it would not be
covered by Medicare.
For all people on the Medicare
program, Headline' has developed a
book explaining the entire, Medicare
program in simplified terms called
"Heartline's Guide to Medicare." This
book has been written in easy-to-
understand, question-and-answer form.
It gives a complete listing of covered
services, problem areas of Medicare,
how to figure reasonable charges, and a
sample Medicare claim iamb .with
instructions on filling it out.
ved an
was buried there.
General Grant rested his troops at
Newberg in his way to Fort Henry and
there were a few minor skirmishes
near here, filling the sky with black
smoke for a day or two.
As was mentioned, Newberg; or
.Blood, was the center of a smuggling
ring during the war. These men would
work during the night, usually
smuggling salt which was worth $25 a
barrel at that time, across the river,
and sinking their boats during the'
daytime, so that they would not be
destroyed by soldiers. One of the better
known guerillas, who was not into
smuggling as much as he was in-
terested in eliminating Union soldiers,
was Jack Hinson. Mr. Hinson, who was
a 'farmer between the rivers, had
become 'active in guerilla activities
after two of his-sons had been killed by
Union soldiers. It is said that he stayed
hidden in the woods along the river and
would -pick off" soldiers as the boats
rwont_by„aeldiag_a not et!,10 1: Betsy 
forrkerY soldier he eliminated. He
becansie such a threat to the Union
cause that finally a bounty was put on
his head.
When the Civil War was over, the
was-ciesettelewor
which was when it was renamed Blood.
In' 1921, a new postoffice was opened
there, and at the government's request,
a less gory name was
suggested—Newberg. This is the name
it kept until the town was inundate$1. At
the tiine of the inception of Kentucky
Lake, the hamlet consisted of a couple
of general stores, a blacksmith shop
and two cemeteries, one where the
massacred guerillas were buried in
unmarked graves, and the town
cemetery.
Those who go bating on the lake in
the summer can easily' locate where the. .
the little 3;Tand near Snipe Creek, with
one little tree on it. There is also a
single cemetery stone on this island, an
obelisk which bears the name of three
niemberl of the Whaley family. They
are still buried at the bottom Of Ken-
tucky Lake. It seems that when the -
people from TVA came in and offered to
move all the bodies' in the cemeteries
which would be under water, members
of the Whaley family refused to sign
permission for this to be done. It seems
that Mr. Whaley had died in Missouri,
but had requested that his body be
brought back and buried at Newberg,
where he had forrherly lived., His
Tathily felt that-, if he cared that rwich,
his remains should stay there, regar-
dless ol the water which now covers his
To order send $1.50" to Heartline's
Guide to Medicare, 114 E. Dayton St.,
West Alexandria; Ohio 45381. The book
has a money-back 'guarantee. Please
allow six weeks for delivery.
HEARTLINE: I will be retiring in
4ive years. I can see now that between
my Social Security and my pension
check it will be difficult to survive after
retirement. I have thought about
working on the side for a little extra
income, but I would really prefer it to
be a little business of my own. Where
, can I get some information on starting
`a small business to supplement my
income? W. C.
ANSWER: The Small Business
Administration in Washington, D. C.,
has a long list of free publications on
this subject, such as handicrafts,
nurseries, bookstores, job printing
shops, woodworking shops, - hobby
shops, marketing research procedures.
basic library reference sources, real
estate business and many more. Also
several booklets are, available through
the Government Printing Office,
ranging in price from 35 cents to $1.
Write to Heartline-Extra Income, 114
E. Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio
45381 for a free list of these
publications. Send a long, self-
addressed, stamped eriVelope with your
request. •
Bible Thought
-For this is Icivr; -that.we walk after
his commandrneess. Ill John 1:6.
It vie truly love Cit , 1





Q. Mrs. B. L asks whether an
irritable colon can lead to.
cancer of this part of the bowel.
A. Experience and scientific
data show that no relationship
exists-between irritable (spastic)
colon (large intestine) and
cancer of this portion of the
bowel.
Irritable colon results from an
overflow of nervous influences
!such as tensipn and.'amuety)
through its nerve supply to the.,
bowel. These cause a tightness in
the ipuscie fibers in the coloh
wall, and a narrowing of the
lumen of the bowel. Such tight-'
ner of the muscular fibers can
cause lower abdominal discom-
fort, shifting short pains from
By 'F .1 L Blasingarne. M.D
gas, and low backache.
X-ray examinations and other
studies usually reveal no inflam-
mation or ulcerated areas in
spastic colon.
Treatment consists of medica-
tion to relax .,the Muscular
spasm, a diet that is bulky and
moist_ mid reassurance of the
patient that bowel sysmptorns,
though uncomfortable. are not
serious. Such symptoms are
usually relieved at night and
generally do not interfervith•sleep.
. A person who is high-strung
tai.1 subject to eprodm of irrita-
ble colon is prone to have recur-
rences of the,. trouble during
periods of fatigue and stress. In-
sight and understanding help to
lessen the symptoms atcrshorten
• their duration.
Any person, especially one
over 50 years old, who notes a
change ,of pattern in bowel
habits (Onset of constipation,
recurrent diarrhea, abdominal
pain with or without gas, or
passage of mucus or blood from
the bowel) should have a
checkup regardless of whether
he or she has had a history of
spastic or' 'irritablecolon Such
signs and symptoms can be
caused by a separate disease.
even by cancer of the colon
Early treatment increases the
chances of a cure.
iaslgamVitamin  CoBnteintin" eP in k
And White Grapefruit
Q. Mrs P H wants to knov, if
vitamin content differs in pink
arti white grapefruit.
A. Pink grapefruit has a
moderate amount of vitamin A
--ahour750 International Units
in comparison with, small
amounts of vitamin A In \shoe
grapefruft Both pink and white
grapefruit are equally rich in
vitamin C !ascorbic acid. eon•
taming about 70 mg in a
medium-sized half.
In addition, the pink variety





Murray Ledger & Times Editor
--Spring officially began Sunday with a
beautifully clear, sunshiny day. We
hope we're- lucky enough to have nice
predictable weather throughout the




Did you know that if a person cares
for four or more children in their home
they are required by law to have a Day
Care License?
The Kentucky Department for
Human Resources, division for
Licensing and Regulations, has the
responsibility for the licensing of any
group or individual who regularly
provides care for four or more children
not related to the caregiver.
For further information about ob-
taining a day care license contact the--
department for Human Resources,
divisioafor Licensing and Regulations,
West Kentucky region, Western State
Hospital, Hopkinsvitle, Ky., 42240,
telephone 8854143,
• ; 0+0
Time passeitis by because we don't
o e unc io on le
clock. When we look at it we see that we
still have lots of time left, but we fail to
take note that the hands of the clock
never stop moving.
• o-i-o
Those of you who have thoughts of
entering the political arena in the May
primary here have only a little more
than a week to make up your mind to
file for the election.
The deadline for filing to appear on
the ballot in May is Wednesday, March
30,
0+0
We should all be proud of the manner
in which the Murray High Tigers
represented our community and the
first region in the Kentucky Boys High
School Basketball tournament held last
week in Louisville.
--- —This fine-group ty oung-men• did an':-'-------
outstanding job in competing with
Kentucky's best on the basketball floor.
0+0
The department store was having a-
fantastic__Ault. on sweaters.  ADA th _
sportswear section was jammed with
customers. The phone rang in the mail-
order department and a voice asked fotr.
"one light blue cardigan, size
medium."
 "Twhat shall-we—
send it?" the clerk asked.
"Never mind sending it," said the
voice. "Just bring it to the front of the.
store. I'm in a'phone booth here,"
0 *0
Educating a child is teaching him
how to get along without us.
0+0
"So then the year is repeating its old
story again. We are come one
thank God! . to its most charming
chapter. The violets and the May
flowers are as its inscriptions or
vignettes. It always makes ,A pleasant
impression on us, when We open again
at these 'pages of the book of life."
Funny
Funny World
Industrial regulations in Great
Britain prohibit female tailors from
taking the measurements necessary to
alter men's trousers.
Henry Thoreau's productivity at,
Walden Pond is even More remarkable
when you realize there was no place to
plug in an electric typewriter.
A young lady went into a Denver
bookshop and asked for a copy .of
George Bernard Shaw's classic, "Man
and Superman." "Sorry," said the






• THE KINGSMEN QUARTET
THE EDDIE CROOK SINGERS
THE DON HENDLEY SINGERS
THURSDAY, MARCH 24, 7 p.m.
rnuact4 west kentucky livestock and
stoL,t0.4„ exposition center college farm road
univer31%,
•
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Hungarian of the St. Louis
Cardinals' bullpen, does not
like his mental outlook. He
likes his facial outlook even
less.
Unhappy over a_
Vern Rapp, the Cards' new
manager, that all facial hair
had to go, Hrabosky has
threatened to file a grievance





Manchu mustache was one of
the Casualties after Rapp
announced his ban on lacthr
foliage. And shorn of his
security blanket, Hrabosky is
contemplating an official
grievance.
"There's every gnnd chance_
of it real soon," he said
Sunday as the Cardinals
dropped an 8-2 exhibition
game to the Cincinnati Reds.
"My mental outlook is
atrocious. There's more
dissension on this club than
I've ever seen."
"I'm still trying to do my
best - do Ty job, work hard
and set an example for
others," added Hrabosky, who
has totaled 44 saves and aBy The Associated Press - .
record of 29-10 in the past
' Sunday's Results three seasons.
Los ANeles N) 4, New York
i NI 0 The hairless Cards were
leout.rdi ,N, 8, ii,„„i„„ .M, hold hitlecs over the first few
6 innings by Cincinnati's
Philadelphia IN) 7, New York Woodie Fryman while the
A) 3 _Reds produced a pair of four-Kansas City (A) 10, Toronto .
A) 9 -tun mitmgs, one of which
Cincinnati IN) 8, St. Louis included Joel Youngblood's
( N ) 1 two-run homer.
Detroit IA) 8, Chicago (A) Hrabosky was not the only
Atlanta IN) 5, Texas IA)
Minnesota-I-A I 10, Boston i-A)- player making waves. Cen-
7 terfielder Mickey Rivers of
Baltimore' IA) 3, Pittsburgh the New York Yankees, who
( N) 2 failed to suit up for the first
Chicago IN) 16, Seattle ( Al day of spring practice and was15
Milwaukee IA) 8, San Fran- yanked last week when he
cisco ( N) 5 neglected to run out a ground
Cleveland IA) split squad 11, ball, got in more. trouble
University of Arizona 10 during a 7-3 loss to the
San Diego ( N ) 9, Clevekand, . .
IA), split squad 7 Phillies. He
Oakland (A) B. California rit) played a sing* into a triple by
7 not Chasing the ball during the
Monday's Games seventh inning and
Cincinati IN ) vs. Houston '(IN I
at Cocoa, Fla. nonchalantly dropped a ..fly
Los Angeles (PI) vs. New ball later in the inning.
York -IA) at Fort Lauderdale. Elsewhere on the exhibition
Fla. trail, Jerry_ Morales drove in
Montreal ( N) vs. Detroit • IA) six runs with- two homers, aat Lakeland, Fla. -
Toronto (A) vs. New York triple and a single as the
at St : reWrs-bilig,-F117 -Chicago Cubs outlasted the
Kansas City IA) vs. Chicago Seattle Mariners 16-15 in 10
- A ) at Sarasota, Fla. innings. ,
St. Louis (N) vs. Boston IA) In another slugfest, Bobat Winter Haven, Fla.
San Francisco IN) vs. Oak- Gorinski, the 1976 Pacific
land )A) at Mesa, Ariz. Coast League home run and
San Diego (N) vs. Chicago RBI champ, collected -four
IN) at Scottsdale, Ariz. ele ,RBI with a 450-foot homer andSeattle ( A) vs. Milwauk
IA) at Sun City, Ariz. a triple, powering the Min-
California IA) vs. Cleveland nesota Twins over the Boston
 (..A1 at Tucson_Ariz_
Pittsburgh IN) vs. Phila-
delphia (N) at San Juan, P.R.
In)
Baltimore ( A ) vs. Minnesota
IA) at Oriels), Fla. In)
Red Sok-10-7.
Bobby Grich, sidelined with
a sore back, made his debut
with the California Angels. He
played four flawless innings in
COUNT
ON 'O
With A Special Reminder.
To
TAPPAN WORKERS:
If you can use extra cash right now to tide
you over, or to take care of those nagging
bills, all you need do is contact Kentucky
Finance. We've been serving Kentuckians a




506 Main - Murray
753-2621
V
the field and said his back felt Mideast, Marquette trimmed
fine, but the Angels lost to the Wake Forest 82-68 in the
Oakland A's 41-7 on retlivl ist9n, date_g badc_ Midwest and Nevada:4.as•
acq re dozen years knocks off the No. Vegas ran away from Ida*
run single. 1 team in the nation to.make State 107-90 in the 'Vat
Mery Rettenmund4 three- the championship round-of- Regional.
run homer led the San Diego four in Atlanta next weekend. If UNCC meets UNLV in the
Padres past the Cleveland If you're not aware of it by finals, it might be mistaken
indianA 9-7 Bea 0111.1vi4411.4 -now; -I:Mee-stands -for-the---forirspeling-beeT-And-North
three-run homer and doubled University of North Carolina Carolina Gov. Jim Hunt has
home another run in the
Detroit Tigers' 8-4 victory
over the Chicago White Sox,
Rick Rhoden and Burt Hooten
hurled a five-hitter and Manny
Moth homered, leading the
Los Angeles Dodgers over the
New York Mets 4-0, and Lee
May's ninth-innipg homer
gave the Baltimore Orioles a
3-2 decision over the Pitt-
sburgh Pirates.
Rookie Brian Asselstine
homered for Atlanta as the
Braves downed the Texas
Rnitesc-5-1.1444antr-e-Vs-' try.
Parrish delivered a two-run
triple, leading the Expos over
the Houston Astros 8-6, Jerry
Augustine allowed one run in
at Charlotte, as differentiated
from THE University of North
Carolina at Chapel Hill, which
also advanced to the national
semifinals ,,and which
hereafter shall be known
simply as "North Carolina."
Joining. them are Marquette
suggested that the NCAA's
name be changed to North
Carolina Athletic Association.
Imagine if Wake Forest had
made it, too. -
The No. 1 Man from UNCC
is a lanky 6-foot-8 center with
the catchy handle of Cedric
"Cornbread" Maxwell, who
led the the 49ers past
Michigan with a 25-point, 13-
rebound show. Lew Massey
added 19 and Kevin King
helped hold Michigan center
Phil Hubbard to just 14.
"y/e've never played guys
like that before," marveled
Michigan All-American
Rickey Green„_ who led the
Wolverines with 20 points.
-Their arm reach was so long
I couldn't believe it. No matter
how high you'd get your shot,
it seemed like they'd be
waiting to tip it."
veteran Marquette Coach Al
McGuire, with his past
penchant for drawing costly
technicals, certainly isn't
Prince Charming. However,
tictzuire will have plenty of
followers in Atlanta, having
announced this retirement-at
the end of this season.
McGuire would have been
granted early retirement but
for a career-high 18-point
performance against Wake
Forest by 6-9 substitute
Bernard Toone to go with Bo
Yankees And Jackson Might
Have  Dissension Ironed Ou 
Ellis' 20 and Butch Lee's 19.
Toone, a sophomore, will be
back on the bench when the
ball goes up against UNCC.
And he'll probably be off the
bench in a hurry if the
Warriors fall behind again.
North Carolina !'as .com-
fortable most Of the way
against Kentucky's physical
Wildcats despite the loss of
foul-plagued, sore-elbowed
All-American Phil Ford for
the last 19 minutes. While he
was in there, Ford scored only
two points. But his backcourt
mate, John Kuester, took
over, ruruung-ffelitilreerir
four-corner offense down the
stretch and hitting four
crucial free throws in the final
-72 seconds after Kentucky had
-whaeked-a 15 point deficit to old QUhY-
just one.
The injury-plagued Tar
Heels also played without
center Tommy LaGarde, out
for the season with a knee
injury, while Walter Davis
scored 21 points despite a
broken. index finger on his
shooting hand. Ford, LaGarde
and Davis all were members
of the United States gold
medal-winning Olympic
basketball team.
It would have been Cin-
derella vs. Cinderella had
Idaho State beaten run-and-
. Bel
after trailing 52-51 at the half,
UNLV's Runnin' Rebels
caught fire following a pep
talk from Coach Jerry
Tarkanian and outscored the
Bengals 20-7 in the first seven
minutes of the second half.
"I gave them a scolding,"
Tarkanian reported. "The
first half, we played like we
were in a trance. We didn't
play with any intensity. We're
.not a good basketball team
unless • we play with in-
tensity."
Eddie Owens scored 1301 his
24 points and Robert Smith
had 12 of his 18 in the second
half.
By WILL GRIMSLEY he' called the principals
AP Special Correspondent together for a luncheon
TAMPA, Fla. (AP) -4 Sub- faceoff. "Everything's been
six innings, pitching the -torrid topics from the 'sub- ironed out- all's fete now,"
Milwaukee Brewers to an 8-5' tropics: •Steinbrenn said. "The
Whispers persist that Yankees' pri e purpose is to
discord runs deep in the camp play basebal They were told
of the gold-crusted New York specifically not to take
Yankees, and one source chances, not to get hurt in that
insists that Reggie Jackson, TV show."
the $2.9 million hired hand, is
so fed up he would like to be Everybody's talking about
traded. A probe reyeals a the sharp contrast in the
slight exaggeration. pf, personalities of professorial
Some feathers'eteretrtiffled Walt Alston, who managed the
m"at the Tea' Amerstars Los Angeles Dodgers for close
BRADENTON, Fla. (API - television. extravaganza in__ to,a quarter of areentavy, and
Pittsburgh Pirate relief pit- Hawaii earlier this month. his successor, Tom Lasorda.
cher Dave Giusti has given his Jackson wears two hats - Alston didn't say 100 words
permission to be traded to the he's a Yankee and a corn- during an entire season. The
Oakland A's.. , mentator for ABC, which ebullient Lasorda spills that
Giusti had the right to veto staged the show. many while putting on his
the deal because of his status Re_ggie_gpt miffed with some socks.
as a 10-year veteran with live of his new teammates. As the
years With the same club. Cincinnati Reds clobbered the Lasorda must have Don
victory over the Sian Fran-
cisco Giants, and Buck
Martinez drove in three runs
with a homer and two singles
as the Kansas City Royals




And North Carolina Final Four
Can
By HEftSCHEL N1SSENSON
AP Sports Writer .
Top-rated Michigan and
third-ranked Kentucky bit the
dust Saturday, No. 2 -UCLA
bowed out two, days earlier
and San Francisco, which held
the top spot for -much of the
season, has been long gone
from the National Collegiate
basketball championships.
But the "Men from UNCC"
are Stiff
The "Men from UNCC" isn't
a TV spy story. It's more a
Cinderella tale in which a
school --whose basketball
and the University of Nevada




against No. 5 North' Carolina,
followed by the "Men from
UNCC," rated 17th, against
seventh-ranked Marquette,
The pairings came about
last Saturday when North
upset Kentucky 79-72
in the East Regional; the
"Men from UNCC" shocked
mighty Michigan 75-68 in the
Giudti actually has spent 13
years in the major leagues. He
has been with the Pirates
since 1970.
He was part of a nine-player
deal that sent him, pitchers
Doc Medich, Doug Blair and
Rick Langford, first baseman
Mitchell Page and outfielder
Tony Armas to Oakland. In
return, the Pirates received
infielders Phil Garner and
Tommy Helms, and pitcher
Chris Batton.
Yanks in rowing, cycling and Rickles or Henny Youngman
tug OT War, just as they,hidin-doing-hiSlines-.- -
the World Series, Reggie felt "People are always saying
his mates were "dogging it." my wife and I don't go dancing
Some sharp words were any more," Lasorda says.
exchanged. Thurman Munson "That's a lie. We go dancing
and Graig Nettles became six days a week. I go dancing
every Monday, -Wednesday
and Friday and she goes
dancing every Tuesday,
Thursday and Saturday."
involved. Some Yankees gave
Reggie the brushoff-in-his-
microphone duties. It was a
bit messy.
But George Steinbrenner II,
the Yankee owner, refuses to
let sores fester. Ten days ago
Old Satchel Paige's
description of how baseball
has changed: "Today's ball
players reach for the Wall
Street Journal instead of The
Sporting News."
• March 5, the day Jimmy
Connors met Hie Nastase in
the so-called "World Cham-
pionship of Tennis" was also
the day_ Of the Romanian
earthquake. Promoters went
-to great pains to shield Ilie
from the news of the tragedy
before the match.
At breakfast, however,
Connors yelled across the
ro04 Ilke. your housa
has been knocked down."
"Wliat you mean?" the
puzzled Romanian asked.
"Didn't you know?" Con-,
• nors persisted. "Earthquake
in Bucharest. Here's half a
buck. Call- over there for
yourself."
A shaken Nastase learned  
-thenews-andlestthe_match.
And tennis is supposed to be
the gentlemanly game.
Johnny Majors, coach of the
National Champion Univer-
sity of Pittsburgh football
team who returned to his
Tennessee alma meter, says
Tennessee alumni have
assured him: -Johnny, we're
behind you 100 per cent - win
or tie."
Lamp Scores 43 To Pace
Ballard To State Title
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) -
Just a few hours after North
Carolina lthd--erdi ed the
University of Kentucky's
chances of a national title, UK
Coach Joe Hall was in
Freedom Hall here chasing
next year's_trophy.
Hall, along with several
other coaches, has hopes of
signing Jeff Lamp' of
Louisvige Ballard, who scored
43 points Saturday night in
leading his top-ranked Bruins
tO. sir-sla victory, over
Louisville Valley for the
College Scores
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North Carolina, 27-4, vs. Ne-
vada-Las Vegas, 28-2
North Carolina-Charlotte, 28-




Villanova 102, Alabama 89
Chamionship
St. Bonaventure 94, Houston
91 I.
championship of the 60th
Kentucky State, High School
'Basketball Tournament. .,
- "W're hoping," said Hall.
-He's pretty noncommiUT
about where he's going. I hope
he's just as noncommital to all
the ether schools."
Lamp, a 6-foot-6 senior
forward, kept college
recruiters at arm's length
while averaging 25 points and
10 rebounds a game as Ballard
won 35 of 37 games Now a
the' season is over, taint) is
free to sift through the hun-
dreds of Offers.
' ' If' the coaches needed ad-
ditionat proof that Lamp is
something special, his final
performance did the trick.
Lamp personally outscored
Louisville Valley 25-23 in the
second half last Saturday
night in pulling Ballard back
from a 36-31 halftime deficit.
'His state tournament
performanced capped an
awesome year in which Lamp
was voted Kentucky's Player
of the Year by The Associated
Press. -In four tournament
gimes last week, Lamp
- averaged . 29,8 points and
1-
connected on 70.8 r cent




many taken : under extreme\
defensiye pressure.
Lamp, an overwhelming
. winner , of the tournament's
Most Valuable Player award,
scored 119 points in 101
minutes playing time in the
four games.
Louisville Valley Coach
John 'Collie, whose scrappy
team_ finished 31-6 for the
season, was in awe of Lamp's
final-game performance. -
-There's not much you can
do with him after he gets the
ball," said Collie. "We tried
three or four defenses to try to
stop him, but welhad no one
big enough. Latip ,as the
difference."
Ballard Coach Richard Sell-
inidt, -who guided the Bruins to
a final record of 35-2, t&ik the
opportunity to sing his star's
praises. -
-All year long, I've been
hearing people -talk about
other players and how they're
better than Lamp," said Sch-
midt. "Let me say this now:
Lamp is the best in this state.
"He can be amazing,"
added Schmidt, "and he was
tonight."
Valley, with no starter taller
than 6-foot-2, jumped to a 36-31
halftime lead as forward
Alfred Agee scored 10 points
and center Steve Decker
added 10.
But Lamp opened the
second half with three quick-
baskets to put Ballard on top
37-36. After Mark Dowden hit
a short jumper to give Valley
its 1ist lead at 40-39, Laity
ed with 4:19 left in the
'od to put Belled in
control. ,
Lamp's outburst fell just
one point short of the state
tournament scoring record for
a title game. Louisville
_Central's Ron King scored 44
points in the 1969 title game.
Ballard earned its title
answ
third
game berth by walloping
Taylor County 94-57 and Bath
County 90-53 and easing by
sixth-rinked Owensboro 66-54.
Lamp scored 23, 24 and 29
poirts in those three victories.
Valley defeated Bell County
75-62, lkirrray 82-61 and
fourth-ranked Ashland 59-45





(AP) - The youth movement
rontjniapt, -
His victory in the Tour-
nament Players Cham-
pionship came as a mild
surprise to Mark Hayes. But
the quiet, 27-year-old used the
trind an his
for still another week the
youthful revolution that has
shaken the pro golf tour.
With the season 11 weeks
been able to win against the
horde of youngsters who, week
after week, have bettered the
best efforts of golf's
established stars.
This time the supporting
cast included some of the
game's greatest names„ -
Nicklaus, Tom Watson, Hale
Irwin and Ray Floyd. All fired
and tell back in the howling
winds that turned the
alligatorinfested Sawgrass
_course into an unbeatable
monster.
No one in the field of the
world's finest _players was
able to break par tor four
rounds over the reclaimed
swamp and marshland that
the touring pros werEpLaying
for the first time.
Mike McCullough, a non-
winner who had led or shared
the lead through the first three
bounds, claimed second with a
birdie on the last hole. He had
a 75, a 291. total and the biggest
check of his five-year career,
$34,200. Hayes won $60,000
from the total purse of
$300,000.
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White Gets 41 Points
As Celtics Whip Kings
By The Associated Press
If practice makes perfect,
you can't prove it by JoJo
White of the Boston Celtics.
The _stellar_guard. the only
Boston player allowed to miss
practice Saturday so he could
rest his sore ankle, scored a
career-high 41-points Sunday
18-of-25 from the floor, 5-for-
at the foul line, eight assists
- to lead the Celtics to a 118-
110 National Basketball
triumph over the Kansas City
Kings.
"It was one of the days when
things are all going well,"
White said. "I'm still sore, but
my leg felt good and I felt like
running and playing. I was
getting good shots. It was just
a matter of putting them in."
In other NBA games, the
Denver Nuggets walloped the
Detroit Pistons 133-104, the
Washington Bullets trounced
the San Antonio Spurs 135-116,
y -etereterrtel---Gtereiteeo•-third--tPiumph---In-a&.-414any----
downed the Buffalo Braves
11-108, the Los Angeles
Lakers- shaded the New
Orleans Jazz 100-95, the
Philadelphia 76ers beat the
New York Nets 111-104; the
Phoenix Suns topped the
Portland Trail Blazers 126-106
and the Seattle SuperSonics
edged the Milwaukee Bucks
110-107.
Nuggets 133, Pistons 104
David Thompson's 29 points
paced six Denver players in
double figures. The victory
extended their lead over
Detroit to four games in the
Midwest Division_ Dan _Wel
contributed 26 points to the
Denver attack while M.L.
Carr paced Detroit with 29.
Bullets 135, Spurs 116
Elvin Hayes _missed 16
minutes with foul trouble but
scored 24 points to help
Washington run up its largest
total of the season, end a five-
game losing streak and break
a second-place tie with San
Antonio in the Central
Division, three games behind
Houston. Phil. Chenier led
Washington with 25 points,
Tom Henderson scored 23
while collecting nine assists
and Kevin Grevey had 21.
Cavaliers 115, Braves 108
Austin Carr and Dick
Snyder led a second-half surge
that helped Cleveland to its
first-round bye in the playoffs.
Kareem Abdul-Jabbar scored
29 and Cazzie Russell 20 to
lead the takers.
76ers 111, -Nets 104_- --
George McGinnis scored 28
points to lead Philadlephia to
its fourth consecutive victory
and Julius Erving added 24
points. The 76ers are now tied
with Houston for the best
record in the .Eastern Con-
ference at 43-27.
Suns 126, Trail Blazers-106
Rookie Ron Lee scored 13
points as Phoenix outscored
Portland 39-28 in the fourth
period. The Suns had six men
in double figures, led by Alvan
Adams' 27 points.
SuperSonics 110, Bucks 107
Slick Watts' steal and lay-up
with 30 seconds left enabled
Seattle to snap a 10-gane home
winning streak and four
victories over-all for the
Bucks.
days. Buffalo's Adrian TENNIS
Dantley led all scorers with 37 ST. LOUIS - Jimmy
points, 22 in the first half. Connors won the title in the
Lakers 100, Jazz 95 $100,000 St. Louis Classic,
Los Angeles overcame a 46- beating John Alexander of
point performance by New Australia 7-6,6-2.
Orleans' Pete Maravich and PHILADELPHIA - Chris
increased its percentage to Evert, of Fort Lauderdale,
.628 to the Denver's .620 in the Fla. defeatd Martina
all-important race for the best Navratilova of Dallas 6-4, 4-6,
percentage in the Western 6-4 and won the $100,000
Conference. The team with the Philadelphia Women's Tennis
best percentage will receive a championship.
Bonnies Capture NIT Crown
With 94-91 Win Over Houston
By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK (AP) - Ever
hear of a basketball player
who recruits himself? Greg
Sanders did. -
"I sent St. Bonaventure a
brochure about my high
school career," says Sanders,
"just to make sure they knew I
was alive."
St. Bonavenitire got the
message - and 'hen got
Sanders. It turned out to be a
happy correspondence.
Sanders became one of the
school's best forwards and led
the Bonnies to a dramatic 94-
91 victory Sunday over
Houston in the final of the 40th
National Invitation Tour-
nament.
•'This is just a dream come
true," said Sanders in the
euphoria of the winners'
lockerroom at Madison
Square Garden. "This is just
wonderful."
Sanders says that he had 150
offers for his services, but
ultima ly settled on St.
Bony 1 ture "because I
"MY ENGINE RAN
WHEN IT WAS OFF
I'd iIcI, the ignition off hot the elapse
wealan't stop Instead it sputtered,
rocked end embed Thep I discovered
IYMIICS. SPIT PIC No. my troubles
are over." sprites a homy user Yes
engine -after run- caned by hean
carbon build up can be 'not only exasper-
at ng. but darnelgM dangerous methan
'cony So be kind ri your can and yourself
Add a can of ours SPIT Y16( to your
gas lark oda, Moe evadable at all
Bel-Air Center
wanted to be a big fish in a
small pond."
He has developed into the
team's leading scorer - and
Sunday was certainly the big
shot on the court. Sanders
scored 40 points, including the
go-ahead shot with 40 seconds
left.
When Sanders first let the
ball fly, St. Bonaventure
Coach Jim Satalin was not
Pro Cage
Standings




W L Pct. GB
Philphia 43 27 .614
Boston 36 34 .514 7
NY Knks 32 38 .457 11
Buffalo 27 44 .380 16,1
NY Nets 21 50 .296 2242
Central Division
Houston 43 27 .614
Washton 40 30 .571 3
S Anton 39 31 .557 4
Cleve 37 32 .536 5'1
N Grins 27 42 .391 151,2
Atlanta 28 43 .394 15,1
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division
Denver 44 27 .620
Detroit 40 31 .563 4
Kan City 37 33 .529 642
Chicago 36 35 .507 8
Indiana 31 40 .437 13
Milwkee 25 48 .342 20
Pacific Division
Los Ang 44 26 .629 -
Portland 42 30 .583 3
Goldn St 40 31 .563 4'2
Seattle 37 36 .507
Phoenix 28 42 .400 It
Saturday's Results
New York Knicks 107, Atlanta
101
Cleveland 94, San Antonio 89
Chicago 104, Seattle 92
Houston 110, Buffalo 104
' Golden State 150, Indiana 91
Sunday's Results
Philadelphia 111, New York
Nets 104
Boston 118, Kansas City 110
Seattle 110, Milwaukee 107
Denver 133, Detroit 164
Phoenix 126, Portland 106
Washington 135, San Antonio
116
Cleveland 115, Buffalo 108
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sure /t was a high-percentage
shot. \
'I lohked at it and it was one
of those No, no, no - oh, yes!'
shots,", said Satalin. -Had it
not gone in, that would have
been a bad shot. But since he
scored, we'll say it was a good
one."
The way Sanders was
shooting, -every shot was a
good one. The cool, efficient
junior hit 14 of 23 field goal
attempts, many of them
difficult, twisting shots that
had the Bonnie-oriented crowd
of 12,451 roaring with
pleasure.
Sanders, who had the hottest
hand in the Garden after
Houston's Otis Birdsong
cooled off, thought he had
every right in the world to
take the shot, even though it
was on the run and from 20
feet out.
"I was open," said Sanders
succinctly, "and I just took
it."
Before Sanders became the
game's dominator, Birdsong
was the Garden's adored
figure. He scored 36 of his 38
points to help the Cougars take
a 73-63 lead midway through
the second half. But then he
ran out of gas, coming up with
only one field goal the rest bf
the way.
Essie Hollis, who scored 24
points, contributed some key
field goals and Tim Waterman
had a couple of crucial
rebounds in the homestretch
to help pull out the Bonnies'
first NIT title after eight
fruitless appearances.
"I hate to use the cliche,"
said Satalin, "but it WAS a
team effort. We've been
behind before. I was never
concerned when we were 10
points down. There was still a
lot of time left. I just told my
kids to get in there and keep
going.
"And you know what?




powered through tough Wider
on the • Thames River,
defeating Cambridge by seven
lengths in the traditional
Varsity Boat Race.
SPEED SKATING
MOSCOW - Kai Sten-
sjemmet of Norway set a
world speed skating record for
5,000 meters with a time 0r6
minutes 58.88 seconds at a
dual meet against the Soviet
 Union.
'Breds Win Five Of Six
Weekend Home Games
.Theri; was one question
mark staring Johnny Reagan
In the face this spring: pit-
ching.
With a group of ,talented
players returning off last
year's 36-12 team, it seemed if
Murray State could get some
good pitching, then it might be
another successful spring.
The Thoroughbreds opened
their season this weekend with
six games, winning five and
losing one, and in those six
games, Murray outscored
their opponents 40-11.
Murray opened the cam-_
paign Friday by winning 2-1
over Iowa State. in 10 innings.
Sophomore lefty Mark-
Higgins went the distance,
scattering five hits and fan-
ning 12 men for the victory.
The 'Breds won the game in
the 10th when sophomore
Robin Courtney singled in
Greg Tooley who had reached
base on a fielder's choice.
Senior outfielder John
SiemanOwski, who had
finished last season with an
OVC record string of 18
consecutive games with a hit,
had a single to run this string
to 19.
In the,second game Friday,
Greg Tooley belted two
homers and a double but it
wasn't enough as Murray fell
, to Iowa State and not only .
that, the hitting string by
Sienianowski came to an end.
Freshman Cliff Buechel of
Louisville started on the hill
for Murray and went three
and Iwo-thirds inning's in
being charged with the loss. Al
Luigs had three hits for the
'Breds.
In Saturday's first game,
Murray took a 5-2 win over
Iowa State behind the five-hit
pitching of Dick Allegretti.
Courtney had a solo homer in
the game while Siemanowski
and freshman Tom Fehn of
Evansville each had two hits
to pace the Murray State 11-hit
attack.
In the second game
Saturday, Murray won 7-1
over Southwest Missouri as
Cape Girardeau freshman
righthander Clay Van Gilder
worked the distance.
Van Gilder needed only 71
pitches in the game as he
scattered just three hits. The
highlOW -in-the game came in
Ron Lyle Takes Decision In
Non-Title Bout With Bugner
By JOHN M. WILLIS
Associated Press Writer
LAS VEGAS i API -
Boxing's heavyweight division
took another turn Sunday
when power-puncher Ron Lyle
of Denver hammered out a 12-
round split decision over
British heavyweight cham-
pion Joe Bugner.
Bugner was the . fourth-
ranked contender going into
the fight, coming off a one-
Round _knockout of Richard
Dunn last October, while Lyle
was ranked seventh, losing a
decision to Jimmy Youtig late
last year.
Last Thursday, it was the
boxer, Jimmy Young, who
upset the brawler, George
Foreman. But in Sunday's
nationally-televised bout from
Caesars -Palace, it was the
strong Inan, Lyle, who
prevailed. -
Bugner, whose- mother
brought the family from
Hungary to England during
the Hungarian revolution, was
quite talkative and confident
in training for the fight. Local
books had him a 2-1 choice.
At one point Bugner called
himself the -real White
The victory raised Lyle's
record to 34-5-1, with 23
knockouts, while Bugner is
now 52-8-1, with 33 kayos.
From the beginning, Lyle,
218, went after the bigger
Bugner, 2293., never backing
away.
Lyle said he tried to go for a
knockout early but found
Bugner a --very good defen-
sive fighter." -• •
So the strategy was
changed. Lyle moved inside,
AUTO RACING
HAMPTON, Ga. - Richard
Petty, setting a record p ce,
captured the $170,000 Atl ta
500 Grand National stock oar
race.
BRANDS HATCH, England
- James Hunt of Britain
scored his first Formula One
sucess of the season,. winning
the Race of Champions.
using a vicious right to
relentlessly pound Bugner's
mid-section, then moving with
left and right upper cuts to
Bugner's face.
Bogner, 27, was able to
score almost at will with his
left jabs, but they were
flicking, almost slap-like, and
did little or no damage. He
scored seldom with his right.
Bogner seemed content to
lure 1.yle, 35. into the ropes.
And while he did pick. Off a
gc,o1 number of 'Lyle's
werful body shots with his
arms, the blows sapped
Bu4ner's strength, taking
thc a- toll as the fight went on.
The Bogner strategy was to




The Murray State women's
tennis team opened its season
over the weekend by breaking
even in a triangular match at
Springfield, Nlo.
On Friday, Murray .won 5-4
over the University of.
Arkansas.
Winning singles matches
were Sindy Macovik at two,
Sandy Macovik at three, I.ynn
Martin at four and Ann Bess
at five. The number Vo
doubles team of Martin and
Sandy Macovik also won.
Saturday, the Racer women
were blanked 9-0 by powerful
Southwest Missouri which won
over Murray here last fall
In the other match, South-
west Missouri won 8-1 over
Arkansas.
Northwestern will be at the
NISU courts for a 3 p. m. dual
match Tuesday. On Friday
and Saturday, Murray will
host a triangular.
Friday, Murray State Will
meet Purdue then on Satur-




Season With Dual Loss
Murray State opened its
outdoor track season Saturday
in Stewart Stadium with a 94-
48 dual meet loss to Southeast
Missouri.
Murray had one win in the
field events. Thiit came in the
high jump where Bill Brad-
ford took first by clearing 6-6.
In the shot put, Stan Simmons
earned a second with an effort
of 50-1134 while in the long
jump, Charlie Griffiths was
third with a 2l-10'4.
The only other Murray State
place in the field events came
in the javelin where Simmons
was third with a 160-7. The
Racers were shut out in the
triple jump, pole vault and
discus.
School record holder Pat-
more Chatham did not return
to school this spring and
decided to work in New York.
Thus the Racers lost their best
'long jump-triple jumpeper-
former. However, Chatham
will return to school next fall.
Southeast Missouri won both
of the relays, the 440 and mile.
In the sprints, Stanford
Patrick finished third in the
' 100 with a 9.7, Norman Simms
was third in the 220 with a 22.2
and in the 440-yard dash, the
Racers got two places.
Simms recorded La 49:p to
win .the 440 while Dennis
Mabbit was clocked in 50.8 for
third place in the quar.
Murray swept all three
places in the mile-run. Martyn
Brewer was clocked in 4:12.4
for first, Brian Rutter was
second in 4:14.6 and Tony
Keener was third in 4:15.2.
Tom Potter earned a pair of
places in the hurdling events.
In the 120-highs, he was
second in 15.3 and in the 440-
intermediates, Potter placed
third in 57.7.
Freshmen Dave Warren and
Pat Chimes placed first and
second respectively in the 880-
yard run,—
Warren took first in 1 52._ 2
while Chimes was second in
153.0..
In the three-mile run,
Murray swept the three
places. Brewer won in 14;13.9
while Rutter was second in
14:21.5 and freshman Richard
:fiarleston took third in
14:23.6.
Murray State will Compete
in the Florida Relays this
weekend at Gainsville, Fla.
r..—
letting Lyle punch hi retat
in the early going, as he has'
done in several other fights.
But when it got late, Bugner
was the one who appeared
tired, and I.yle seemed to get a
second wind when Bugner's
nose began to bleed profusely
in the 10th round.
About a dozen large, red
welts grew on Bugner's left
side, evidence of Lyle's in-
tense campaign to slow the
Englishman.
Sets iRecord
PITTSBURG, Kan. AP) -
Mark Sutherland, a senior at
Shawnee MisSion South in
suburban Kansas City, now
owns the sanctioned national
high school indoor shot put
record.
Sutherland hurled the shot
67 feet. 5 inches Satfirday iii
the Pittsburg .State Indoor
Relays. The distance broke
the sanctioned record of 64-1
set in 1975 by Robert Will of
Lynbrook, N.Y.. _




is 71-11 set by Jesse
of Glasgow. Ky., in
the fifth when Terry Brown
had a three-run homer for the
'Breds.
Murray also won a pair of
games Sunday, winning 17-0
over Notre Dame and 5-2 over
Illinois-Chicago.
Against Notre Dame, the
'Breds had rune hits and took
advantage of nine walks and
three hit batsmen.
Mound ace Mark Wezet of
Evansville went the distance,
giving up just three hits. He
fanned five and walked only
two.
• Murray put seven runs- on
the board in the first inning as
the Irish pitching staff gave up
three walks. The big hit in the
inning was a two-run single by
















Hospital Pharmacy 41 55
Shirley s 40`s 55,1
Murray-Cidkovay Hoop. 36 so
Dime Creans Donuts  31 65












High Trans Series BC
Hank of Miura), 30X
Beauty Box 3C/2
Jotinson's,Gro 30013
High Ind Game 'Su i
Verona Groygan 26.9
Bet t) Dixon Si
Mildred Hodge 35
High Ind Game fit
Verona Grogan 255
Betty Dixon 246
Zandrb Barrow . 245
High Ind Seqes SC1
Verona Grogan 545
Mildred Hodge - ... 530
EthelenviSteCa' lion , . 525




































Al Luigs had two hits in the
game as did Don Walker, Stan
Geisler and Cathey.
In the second game Sunday.
Murray scored five runs in the
fifth to earn the win.
Sophomore lefty Andy Rice of
Evansville went the distance
on the hill and gave up just
four hits.
Luigs, who played his "high
school ball at Paducah -St.
Mary, had a two-run single for
the key hit in the fifth inning.
Murray had only six hits in the
game. - - - -
"Our pitching has looked
good so far," Murray State
coach Johnny Reagan said.
"But our hitting has been
_PretLY ipats,1.11m-thaugh..,__
quite pleased with our defense
we've played in our first six
games." Reagan added.
Murray will take an off day
-today and will take some extra
hitting practice.
Then Tuesday, the 'Breds
will play a twinbill with
Chicago.
On Wednesday, Murray will
play Chicago and Iowa
University as they will
Thursday and Friday.
Then on Saturday, the
'Breds will open league play
with a twinbill at Reagan
Field against defending Ohio
Valley Conference champion
Middle Tennessee.
Single games begin at 3 p.m.














My name is William "Bill" Bailey. I am a candidate for jailer in the May
24th primary. I would like to talk with eac h of you perminallv but knowing
how much our county has grown over the past few years, I realcleer that will
not be possible. I would like to take this opportunity to introduce myself to
those voters in Calloway County that I am not a( ctu.knie_d with.
I am fifty six years old and the son of the late Ernest "Do( in r' Bail,'', mid
Pollve Cain Bailey of the ( ole's Camp Ground community.
My wife, the former Dottie Lou Miller, is the daughter of Mrs. Dallis Morns
Miller and the late Elmer lack" Miller of the Sinking Springs ( (immunity
We have four children:` William Don Bailey, Patsy Dianne Woodall /an,
dra Dawn Barrow. and Zane Denise Beak.. We have five grand( hildren.
lam a veteran of World War II, having served overseas in the Pac its(
After returning from service, Dot arld I operated Dottie s Diner at 4th
Walnut, for eight years. We also opfrated Bill S. Dot's Restaurant in the
Peoples Bank building for three years.
During the construction of the Paducah Atomic iPlant. I was employed as
a sheet metal foreman. 
1 was manager of Taylor's mobile home lot at • 1rd and Main for thfet
years.
Presently I am employed at Garland's Used ( ars, where I hate been tor
the past ten years: Dot and I lire at \kith Main St. Murray.
Your vote will he appreciated.
Paid for By tarid,deite
•
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Now red clover with a stand
life of two or more years! Florie
means reduced renovation costs,
better pastures or hay and re-
duced nitrogen fertilizer costs.
Florid is bred for this area, and
it's resistant to southern and
northern anthracnose and resist-
ant to powdery mildew. Florie
establishes fast and is versatile.






Harold Jones, Mgr. 753-5522
feed before spring grazing the severe weather extremes,
season normally arrives, producers won't have to keep
This winter, however, due to watch — they know they are
ff going to be short on feed.
For that reason they are
hoping for early pasture
development.
That pasture development
can be hastened by 10 to 14
days by topdressing grass
fields with nitrogen fertilizer,
say Ken Wells, an extension
soils specialist, , and Ken
Evans, an extension forage
specialist, both with UK's
Agronomy Department.
They say producers must
plan_ .ahead to. get the ap-
plication done at the proper
time. The nitrogen should be
applied in early March, or just
about the time grass breaks
winter dormancy.
Wells and Evans recom-
mend the use of 40-80 pounds
of actual nitrogen per acre for
best yield results. Fescue,
bluegrass, timothy, or-
chardgrass and bromegrass
will all respond to nitrogen
applic,ption. Since fescue
normally grows faster during
early spring than the other
grasses, topdressing fescue
fields with nitrogen is more
likely to provide the earliest
grazing.
"Other fertilizer or lime is
probably necessary on most
pastureland in Kentucky, but
you really can't tell unless you
have the soil tested," the two
specialists said. They urged
that landowners take time to
pull soil samples from- the
grass fields as soon as the
ground thaws so the samples
can be tested in time for lime,
phosphate or potash to be
spread at the same time the
nitrogen is applied. "Soil
samples to four inches in
depth should be taken," Wells
said.
As to how many acres of
grassland Should be fertilized
with nitrogen, the .specialists
said one acre of pasture
should be provided for every
two or three cattle. •
"But, let the grass get 4-6
inches topgrowth before
turning cattle onto the
pasture," Evans advised,
giving a warning, "Don't let
cattle eat it to the ground." To
control that situation, be said
temporary fencing can be
used in fields for rotation of
the cattle from one area to
another, or the cattle can be
rotated from one field to
another so that the topgrowth
of the grass can come back
after the initial grazing. "If at
all possible, move cattle off
fields when topgrowth is
grazed down to about a two-
inch height," it was stated.
The specialists noted that
grass tetany always looms as
a problem, but since cattle
have been under strong
nutritional stress this winter,
there is likely to be more risk
of grass tetany if this early
pasture is their sole feed
supply. Cows that have
calved, or that will be calving
soon, were termed as the most
susceptible to grass tetany.
Such animals should be fed a
supplemental ration to ensure
that their daily energy,
vitamin and mineral




research has shown that 30-50
pounds of actual nitrogen will
about double dry matter
production over unfertilized
areas," the specialists said.
Additional or more precise
information concerning the
application of nitrogen and
other fertilizers on grassland






YOUR VOTE AND INFLUENCE
IS APPRECIATED THANKS
acienisemen; by Dtirldi0 lrethiger
Here it is . . . International's New,
Most powerful of the Series 86 models.
the 1586 is the tractor for the man who
demands maximum productivity, along
with the ultimate in a comfortable
working environment. It's the _kind of
tractor you can literally build your entire
crop production system around. Every
possible feature is included to make
sure its high engine horsepower is tur-
ned into full workpower in the field. The
rugged planetary final drive system
assures efficient use of power, and it
cushions the load on all drive train com-
ponents. What a combination. This new





Hwy. 9* Phone 7534215
USDA To Measure Costs
Of Production For Burley Leaf
Randall Patterson,
president of the Dees Bank of
Hazel, was principal speaker
at the annual dinner meeting
of the Hazel Adult Farmer
Class held at the Colonial
House Smorgasbord and
sponsored by the Dees Bank.
This was the 16th annual
dinner of the class- which is
conducted by Carman Parks,
agriculture teacher at
Calloway County High School.
Patter' related that the
prosperity, the bank very
closely related with the
progress of the farmers in the
past sixteen years and was
financially stable. He told the
group that adequate money
was available for sound
financing operations, and
noted that financing was now
available on an equal basis
with men and women — a new
trend in banking.
Dr. Jack Rose, superin-
tendent of Calloway County
Schools, spoke briefly relating
that Calloway County Schools
were improving nicely and
that, in fact, the county
schools were the second
fastest growing school district
in the stated, being exceeded
only by Bullitt County.
Members in attendance with
their wives including Mrs.
Randall Patterson and MrS.
Jack Rose were Messrs and
Mesdames Tolbert Story,
Darrell Wilson, James E.
Erwin, Milford Orr, Elisha
Taylor, Mildred Paschall, R.
M. Vance, Rex Enoch and son,
Steve, R. V. Page, Jessie Fox,
Gerald Paschall, Adolphus
Myers, Willie Vincent,
Wallace Lassiter, and Frank
Turner. Also attending were
Carmichael White, John
Morgan, Randy White, and
Randy Overcast. Guests in-
eluded Mr. and Mrs. Jellies C.
Alton, Mr. and Mrs. James
Raspberry, Brenda Overcast,
and Mrs. Carman Parks.
AUDUBON SOCIETY'S
SANCTUARY FUND
NEW YORK ( AP) — The Bi-
centennial Sanctuary Fund
reached a total of $1.2 million
during 1976, the Audubon
Societx reported. The fund was
established for the purpose of
preserving and maintaliiing the
Society's wildlife sanctuaries.
The Society has more than 60
natural areas in 18 states.
A hogshead is a liquid meas-
ure equal to 63 gallons.




concern about the rising costs'
of farming.
U.S. farmers paid out
almost $82 billion in 1975 to
produce crops, livestock,
dairy products, and poultry;
that breaks down to more than
$29,000 per farm on a national
average.
To get a handle on
production costs associated
with burley tobacco, the U.S.
Department of Agriculture
will conduct a survey in
Kentucky and Tennessfe
during late March and early
April. This is the first such
program to pinpoint costs
related to Burley Tobacco. A
similar effort concerning
wheat, feed grains, cotton,
and dairy items was un-
'dertakeri for the 1974
production year and livestock
products were surveyed for
1975 production costs.
James M. Koepper, in
charge of the Kentucky Crop
and Livestock Reporting
Service -Said the survey will.
include personal interviews
with a cross-section of far-
mers. They will be asked
about costs for labor,
pesticides, fertilizer, equip-
ment, custom work, and land
rent. Expenses will also be
Collected for farm overhead,
taxes, insurance, and office
supplies.
The survey findings will be
used in establishing and up-
dating farm budget systems
and adequately determining
current costs of production as
a measure of farmers' well-
being compared with other
sectors of the economy. For
further information on this
stirveTi-- contact --James -M:
Koepper or Larry E. Snipes,







Buy an all steel Butler Farm Building now at a special price. A
40' x 75' x 14' Butler Farm Building in colored walls with a
20' x 13' double slide door erected on your concrete for the




—Offer Expires June 1,1977—
Phone 753-3897
Have you ever seen the
LELY-STIP SYSTEM"?
Millions of acres have been worked with the reliable Lely-
Roterra behind bottom plows, chisel plows Of plowing
discs. The Lely-floterra enables you to get into your fields
earlier, to obtain faster germination and to develop the
best crop start you ever had under all types of weather and
soil conditions. The Lely-Poterra stirs the soil rather than
reverses it; topsoil stays on top, moisture below.
Since timeliness and flevibilt become more critical the
more acreage you work, w developed a short system
which avoids the problems Of transportation, maneuver-
ability and bogging down. It's called the LELY-STIP
SYSTEMTv; a system which enables you to spray, till,
incorporate and plant in one trip.
In addition to the Investment Tax Credit benefit, figure
out how much you can save with the LELY -STIP SYSTEM
Using an average cost of $3 per trip, per acre, add up your
savings; If you work SOO acres and save one trip, thit's
S1500; two trips $3000; three trips $4500, etc. How many
trips can you eliminate?
Whether you simply want to improve your crop starts or
save money with the LELY-ST IP SYSTEM, we will provide
You with a no obligation FREE DEMONSTRATION on
your farm
nuA
See Them Today At
McKee! Equipment
Co., Inc.
Oto (502)753-3062503 Walnut Murray, Ky.



















producers will join producers
over the nation to vote this
spring qr summer on a
national referendum to decide
on a proposed voluntary
asssessment on the sale of
cattle. The assessment, if
approved, is to be used to fond
research, consumer education
and the general promotion of
beef.
Curtis Absher, UK beef
.extensiotl_Spe(ialiSt, sai.d ttl.e
proposal is under a new Beef
Market Development Plan,
with the referendum
authorized under the Beef
Research and Information
Act.
Absher said the referendum
will be conducted by the
Agricultural Stabilization and
Conservation Service (ASCS)
and that it will be necessary
for beef producers to register
before being eligible to vote.
The registration and voting
will be held in the individual
county ASCS offices.
At least half of the persons
who register must vote in the
referendum and the program
must be approved by two-
thirds of those voting in the
nation in order to enact the
program, Absher said.
He explained that, if passed,
producers will be awed .3
of one per cent of the sales of
cattle. All cattlemen will be
required by law to deduct the
assessment at the time of the
_sale.. regardless _of._._witen.
where, or how the cattle are
sold. "However," he
"while participation in the
program will be mandatory, it
will be voluntary in practice
because any cattleman has
the right to request and
receive a full refund of his
assessment."
The funds realized from the
assessments will go to a Beef
Board, a 68-member group to
be appointed by the Secretary
of Agriculture. That gkoup will





Murray's fastest unloading facilities
Buyers of
CORN • SOYBEANS *WHEAT
Distributors Of
Wayne Feed DeKalb Seed Corn
Ky. Registered and Certified
Soybean Seed
Direct teletype continually reports Chicago Board
of Trade and Prices of Corn. Soybeans and Wheat
FARMERS GRAIN
AND SEED CO.
Railroad Ave. Murray, Ky. 753-3404




Absher revealed that the
seller contributes the .3 of one
per cent assessment each time
an animal is sold. In other
words, if a producer sells a
calf to a stocker operator for
$100,- the purehaser will deduct
30 cents. If the stocker
operator later sells the calf as
a yearling to a feeder for $200,
then 60 cents is deducted from
_the_ sale _price. The .stocker this winter, the anticipation is
that the loss will be higher
than the norm.
Specialists say the use of a
defined plan of management
practices can mean the dif-
ference between profit and
loss and result in extra pounds
of beef to market from the
producer's herd in the
following fall.
The early months of each
year are generally considered
the calving season to give the
calf the opportunityt of.,
developing during the warmer
"growth season" Arlo have
it ready for markei by fall.
It is difficuti tt- give the
cow herd the attention and
care needed at calving if
calves are being born in all
months of the year'," says Ron
Parker, one of UK's extension
beef specialists. For that
reason the recommendation is
to have a short, ,defined
breeding season — which, in
turn will mean a shortened
calving season. And that
means a shorter period of time
required of the producer to
keep a closer watch on the cow
herd during calving."
"If you don't know when
your calves are due this year,
make plans to. develop a
defined breeding season for
1978," says Mason Morrison;
another UK livestock
specialist.
Both specialists noted the
importance of more attention
to first calf heifers — plus the
recommendation that the
heifers be kept separate from
the older cows during the
calving season to allow them
to be observed more closely.
First calf heifers are more
prone to have difficulty in
calving than older cows, they
said.
operator collected 30 cents
from the producer, so he is
only contributing 30 cents on
the $100 value he added. Still
later, if the feeder sells the
'animal to a packer for $400,
the packer will deduct $1.20
and will then send that amount
on to the Beef Board at the
time of slaughter. The packing
industry will bear the
responsibility for the transfer
of funds to the board.
"Each person will have paid
his share based on the value
each. added-to the animal,"
Absher said. "Up to .10 per
cent of the total funds
deducted can be returned to a
certified organization in any
single state for use in that
state."
He added that more in-
formation on the referendum





The final training session
for farmers in certification to
buy restricted use pesticides
will be held tomorrow at seven
p.m. at ,the MSU Livestock
and Exposition Center, ac-
cording to County Agent Ted
Howard.
Howard emphasized that
this- will be the final training
session for pesticide use, and
urged all farmers needing
certification to attend the
session.
SPRINGTIME VALUES!
LIMITED SUPPLY OF ARRIVING
TOBACCO SETTERS TINS WEEK
6-ROW NARROW
JOHN DEERE PUNTERS 
NEW JOHN DEERE FROM 11'
DISC HARROWS TO 24' 
SEVERAL GOOD USED PRICED
4-ROW PLANTERS - RIGHT 
Come By And See Our Newly
Expanded Parts Department'
MEET THE FRIENDLY FOLKS AT
TOMMY'S
our Direct Hot-line to Form Mo inery At It's Best.
Just Another Service From Tommy's Equip.
Dial Toll Free 753-5299
WE -DON'T WORRY ABOUT THE COMPETITION
WE ARE THE COMPETITION!!
TOMMY'S EQUIPMENT Co.
te4
JUNCTION OF HIGHWAY 121 & SEDALIA ROAD - HAYFIELD
PHONE 247-6020 - AFTER 5:(10 P.M. - PHONE 753-7452
OPEN FROM 7:30 A.M. MONDAY THRU SATURDAY
"Call your veterinarian as
soon as there is any sign of
difficulty you can't handle."
Morrison said. That recom-
mendation pertained to both
the first calf heifers as well as
older cows.
Clea.4, well-drained
pastures' are urged for the
calving cows, preferably
moving the cows to an area
Ways To Save More Calves At Birth
Losses of calves at or near that has not been used during
birth — and during the period the previous months of the
up to weaning — account for winter, it was stated. The area
thousands of dollars of lost should be comparatively
potential income to Kentucky small to make for easier
,beef producers. observation and check of the
'According to studies and cows due to calve, Morrison
research records, the losses said. Cows should be checked
average about seven per cent. at Least twice daily — and
UK extension, beef specialists oftener where and when
say, the records revealing the possible. Heifers should be
majority of the losses occur at checked four to six times a
birth or within 36 hours after day.
birth. _ The_ calving ..area.. in_ ad-
Just how the loss percentage. dition to being well-drained,,
will stand up this year yet should be free of ditches and
remains to be recorded, but shinild have windbreaks,
due to the extreme weather either 'natural or man-made.
If the 'herd is watched
closely, a co*,Can be iztiliCklY-
noticed when she begins labor.
Morrison said about three
hours should be allowed
before any assistance in
calving is provided, that
amount of time being enough
to see whether or not the cow
is having difficulty in the
calving. If the birth has
already begun, a span of two
hours should be allowed after
the front feet appear before
assistance is begun.
"Don't rush assistance, but
once you start assisting —
don't stop," Morrison warned.
"But don't start until you're
sure you can handle the case
and that the cow is ready to
calve."
Parker observed it is im-
portant the cow be made to get
up as soon as possible after the
calf is delivered to prevent
any damage to the cow's
future reproductive functions.
The calf's naval should be
dipped in an iodine solution as
soon after birth as possible.
The • specialists- noted the
calf may need assistance to
start breathing properly and
in those instances mucus
should be removed from the
calf's nose and mouth and that
artificial respiration should be
applied. Placing the calf in a
downhill position assists the
draining of the mucus and
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system. The breathing is often
aided by rubbing the calf
briskly, slapping it with the
bare hand, or by tickling the
nostrils with a straw. In more
extreme cases, a short length
of garden hose can be placed
in one nostril and, while
clamping the other nostril and
mouth shut, blowing into the
hose and then alternately
allowing air to escape from
the lungs. Commercial
respirators are also available,
Both Morrison and Parker
emphasized that a newborn
calf needs some colostrum in
its stomach within three hours
after birth to develop an-
tibodies to protect 11 from
disease. If a calf fails to nurse,
frozen colostrum should be
V' X
adnunistered.
In extremely cold weather.,
they said, a calf should be,,,
gotten On its feet as soon as
possible to prevent frozen
hooves. -
It was also pointed out that •
other management practices ,
are more easily accomplished
when a calf is young because
the calf will suffer less stress.
Those practices include the
identifying of each calf and
recording its date .19 a. record_
book, castrating-bull' calves /Fri
around two weeks old, 1
dehorning at the same time, if I
it is needed, and beginning an
immunization program and '4
implanting cur= erriat- 












When do I pay taxes on my ac-
count?
Your account; including principal and ear-
nings, is not tilted, until you receive payments
from it. If you receive your account in a lump
sum, you must include the entire amount as or-
dinary income on the return filed for the year of
receipt. However, you may be eligible to use the
five-year income averaging provisions available
to all taxpayers.
If you receive your account through periodic
payments, you will pay taxes only on the amoun-
ts you receive each year.
Whichever way you receive your account,
however, you will probably pay less in taxes than
you would have if the amounts put away each
year, and the earnings on them, had been in-
cluded in your income during your working
years. The reason: an employee in retirement
generally receives less income, and pays taxes at
lower rates, than he did while he was wdrking.
And, if he is 65 or older, he qualifies for a double
exemption on his income tax return. If he is
married, he and his wife will have four exemp-
tions once she also reaches 65.
Wield,s! Retirement Accounts preterit on excellent opportunity
for you to save for goer own neer fonitly's financial secwrity. Ws
would like the oppertenity to discuss wit% yew, fainiand, bow such
en account engin brieerfit y.u. Win/ not got ho touch with vs I *My
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We've got Spring Fever prices on
these new Massey-Ferguson units:
Model
MF 245 Farm Tractor
MF 265 Farm Tractor
MF 275 Farm Tractor
MF 285 Farm Tractor
MF 1135 Farm Tractor
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G &ELDEN. _SY. T
available in city limits.
Call 753-8742.
SAVE ON lawn mowers,
push, self-propelled,
rear -bagger and -high
wheel. We buy factory
direct and pass savings
on to you. Tidwell Lawn
and Garden Equipment,
303 Main, Hazel, Ky. 492-
8147.
PUBLIC NOTICE
Like Olivia, Glen Camp-
bell, or Loretta? Then
get a little "Country
Lovin" on WKYQ-FM93.




music station. You'll say
that we're rather
polished in our unique
blend of country music,
but you'll also know that
we're staunch believers
iii the Murray Area and
West Kentucky way of
life. If you haven't tried
us, then give your ears a
long awaited treat.
WKYQ-FM93.




bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents, 8
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th,
753-0035. Free parking
























DO YOU believe the Holy
Bible is God's inspired
word? Would you like to
learn more about God's
plan for you? Call 753-
0984. It is not a recor-














5 Lost And Found
LOST BLACK female
German Shepherd, 4',2
months old, lost between
North 16th and North
18th. Call 753-9482 or 753-
7746.
SOMEONE NEEDED fur -
part time work, 9 a.m. -
1 p.m., to love and care
for our canine friends.
Call 753-4106 for ap-
pointment.
SIRLOIN STOCKADE.
"The company that lets
you write your own
ticket" is looking for
enthusiastic
management personnel
to work for the fastest
growing steak house














talten for the New
Captain D's Seafood.
Send resume to P.O. Box
1540, Paducah, Ky.
EXPERIENCED cook.
Day Shift. Call 753-2998
or 753-2997.
DISTRIBUTOR WANTED











1/440,Fri. 9 A M.. 6 P M.
or write
Dyna-Fluids Ltd
514 Pryor Way Sewickley, PA 15143
WATER 5KIIN6..REHINO POLPHINS AT








full time sales position.
Over, $20,000 potential
plus benefits. Send





easy ! Send self-
addreSSed anA tmped
envelope to Box 1824.
Cleveland, Ohio 44106.
SALES HELP wanted in
local store. Salary open.
Paid vacations and
holidays. Send resume
to Box 32A, Murray, Ky.
WANTED-SOMEONE
to contract, to mow yard
for the summer. Contact
at 500 N. 6th.
SALES
LIMITED TRAVEL
S.W. Ky. and. N. W.
Tenn.
Guaranteed weekly




• Senior salesmen ear-














specialties to the In-







You must have a
successful work or self
employment history.
Sales background op-

























.OIKA24 ,MUCH (,:)(:)t) AS
- AN' SIT CUT r-= 
6. Help Wanted
WANTED A SALES
person to sell Jim
Walter Homes in the
Murray area. This is
your opportunity to
make good money as a
sates person. If in-




WOULD LIKE to Oil? a
to-er-ii--roll -of country
and western music
group. Call 753-9413 ask
for Mike Phares.
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envelope to P. 0. Box





For a profitable new
foam insulation
business


















14. Want To Buy
WANT TWO MALE
registered Beagle
puppies, 6 to 8 weeks old.
Call 354-6452.
USED PIANO. Call 753-
0967 after 5 p. m.
WANTED USED GAR-
DEN tillers, trade now
and get big trade-in
value. Tidwell Lawn and
Garden Equipment, 303




14 Want To Buy
COINS AMERICAN and












i5 Articles For Sale
WASHER; DRYER
refrigerator, child's







CHAIN SAW chain, at
pitch 24", $16. 20", $13.
17", $10. 15", $7.50.
Tidwell Lawn and
Garden Equipment, 303









lumber 1" and 2"
dimensional stock. Also





Blue Lustre for cleaning
carpets? It's super!
Rent electric sham-




and assorted slack sets.
Call 753-3903.
_ TOBACCO AND tomato
sticks. 13 cents each.
Call 489-2126 or 435-4263.






Tap draft beer box, 32
gallon capacity, ex-
cellent condition. $650.





$100. Hot dog cooker,
$20. White oak whiskey
barrels, $15.00 each.
Miscellaneous beer





sizes, all densities. Cut
to your specs. West Ky.
Cabinet Co., 1203 Story
Avenue. 753-6767.
MEN'S CLOTHING 34-34
trouser, coats - 42 long,
shirts, medium': Tape
recorder, $50. Couch and














stationery, etc. Also a
coffee table. Call 753-
1712 after 4 p.m. or see
Gerald Waldrop.
UPRIGHT PRACTICE
piano. $100. also 10 in.
table saw, $165. Call 753-
8500.
TWO SETS of Jamison
Box Springs and mat-
tresses, twin size, ex-
cellent condition. Call
753-2911.
15 Articles For Sale
•
TOBACCO STICKS for
sale. Call 489-2126 or 435-
4263.
16 Home Furnishings
COUCH AND CHAIR, $70.
Call 753-2720 or 753-3494.
KIRKSEY USED Fur-





suite, double bed with
inner spring mattress
and box springs, 3
drawer chest, night-
stand, 3 dreWer dresser
with mirror. $250. Call
753-7841.
WOODEN DINETTE set,




recliner and end tables.
Call 753-9646.
COUCH AND CHAIR,











$45.00. We rebuild your
vacuum for $29.95. Call
753-0359, Mike Hutchens.
18 Sewing Machines
- USED SINGER sewing
machine, zig zag and all
regular attachments.
Fully guaranteed. Sews
perfect. Full cash price,
$29.50. Call Martha
Hopper, 354-8619 or






With or without truck




header. See at Cold-
water, 1-247-3895.
ATTENTION FARMERS
- 18 and 20 inch disc
bladfs, $6.75 to $9.00.
Plow points, buy 5 get
one free. Murray Ford
Tractor, 520 South 4th
_St_rse_t, 753-9482.
FOUR ROW case drill.
Call 435-4325.
1973 MODEL In-
ternational dozer. TD 15
c. Semi-U tilt blade. Call
at night or early mor-
ning, C. C. Clark, Route
1, Kirksey, Ky. Call 489-
2670.
H FARMALL' tractor. In
good condition. $500.
Call 492-8354 after 4 p.m.








345-2633 for Farm Fan
Dryers. Dealer for
Baughman Grain Bins,
also your Read bin and




150 gallon, $635. 300
gallon, $1150. 500 gallon,
$1350. Fiberglass tanks
with 10 year guarantee,
heavy duty frames and
Ace centrifical pumps.
Agri-Products, 753-2958.
1975 5,000 FORD tracibr,
257 hours, 12(1' disc,
four 14" plows, 7 foot
chisel. Call 492-8368.
6' SIDEWINDER Bushog,
lift type, perfect con-
dition. Call 436-5870.
19. Farm Equipment
1970 FORD Diesel tractor
Model 4000. 450 hours,
three 14" plows, 2 row
cultivator. $5,500- Call
753-3068 after 5 p.m.
FOR ALL YOUR fencing




Dozer, serial no. 22561.
Hydraulic blade oil
clutch. Good condition.
Call Ralph Henry, 522-
8400 after 7 p. m.
20 Sports Equipment
14 FT. Aluminum Craft




15 FT. LAWSON ski boat,
40 h.p. Johnson motor,
Heavy Duty Pamco
trailer. $600. Call 436-
2448 after 4 p.m.
15 FT. ALUMINUM
fishing boat with 40 h.p.
electric start Johnson
and trailer. Complete. 5




condition., $45. call 756-
7182.
NEW 23 CHANNEL CB
radios. Full power, full
modulation, fully
guaranteed. $47.88.
Antennas, trunk or roof








Drive to Cuba and save.
We have the lowest
prices on all Zenith
TV's. Shop around and
compare. Sisson's




boat, 20 horse Johnson,
heavy-duty tilt trailer,
trolling motor 36" shaft,
Die-Hard battery, the
Complete crappie
fishing rig, 'Call 753-8351.
1971 ,POP UP CAMPER.
Sleeps 4 to 6. Stoi7e,
refrigerator, toilet, AC
and DC electric, gas
heat. Will consider trade
for equity. Call 753-2366.
112 H. P. Johnson for sail
boat, practically new.
Heavy duty trolling





















and 2 axles free to
anyone who will clean-
up salvage and haul off.
Call 442-9927.
SECURITY FOR YOUR
home is our only




Systems, Inc. Call 753-
9263.
GET READY for- spring,
have your mowers and
tillers serviced now at
Tidwell Lawn and
Garden Equipment, 303
Main, Hazel, Ky. 492-
8147.
SILVER-TROL 'trolling
'Motor, $25. Four mag
wheel .
 
s 14" with good
•tires for Ford or
Plymouth. $100. Call 489-
2595.
CUSTOM MATTRESS
made any size for an-
tique beds or campers.




1136 South 3rd, Paducah,
Phone 1443-7323.
27 Mobile Home Sales
1972 12 x 54 2 BEDROOM
trailer, underpinned and -
strapped on private hit...
132 x 120. Call 753-8113
after 5 p.m.
BY OWNER -4 acres with
1973 Granville 12' x 65'
mobile horde, central air 
and heat, well, double
garage, fenced lot with
good barn. Highway 94
2',2 miles East of Tri
City. Ca11,38212447.
v.
lb For Rent Or Lease
FOR LEASE - Building,
20x60 on 305 N. 4th. Call
753-5881.
FOR RENT OR LEASE,
retail store building on
south side court square




TWO HORSE mile horse
trailer, pony cart and




STANDING AS stud on
my farm three quarters
of a mile West of old
Wadesbora, a registered --
fox trotting palm horse.





Two weeks old. $55.









BLUE TICK pups, Sire
Straight Coon dog, Dam
Daughter of Hardwood
Henry. Call 7530;2293.
1974 12 x 60 GRANVILLE, 
two bedrooms, fur- SEVEN WEEK OLD
nished. Extra clean, registered female
Call 753-3828. Labrador. Wormed. Call
753-6345 after 5 p.m.
12 x 52 MOBILE HOME.
Air condition, 1b2 baths.
Call 753-0148.
1967 12 x 60, 3 bedroom
mobile home with un-
derpinning and 2 air
conditioners. $3,300. Call
753-9671.
EIGHT ACRES. 12 x 70 3
bedroom mobile home,
electric heat and central
air. 28 x.• 32 heated
workshop. New 4" deep
well. Water pipe to all 8
acres. All within 2 years
old. Beautiful location.
Call after 6 p. m. 90I-247-
5457, Puryear, Tenn
29. Mobile Home Rentals
TWO BEDROOM trailer
at Shady Oaks Trailer
Ct. Call 489-2533.
PARIS WORKER? Save
money, live at Lone Oak
Village Mobile Home
Park. Spacious lots. City
water and sewer. Rates,
$35.00 monthly. Call 901-
642-1930.
MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for
rent, at Riviera Courts.
Call 753-3280.
NEW 12 x 48 two bedroom
furnished trailer on
private country road, 3
miles from Murray.
Deposit, $110. Water
paid. Call 75343848. Will




private lot, $85 per
month. Call 753-7304.
12 Apartments For Rent
NICE FURNISHED
apartment. May be seen
at Kellys Pest Control,
100 South 13th.




33 Rooms For Rent
ROOMS FOR RENT in
the country. Call 436-
2510.
34 Houses For Rent
BEAUTIFUL 3 bedroom
home in Murray. Kit-
chen and living room
furnished, washer crid
dryer in large utility








squirrel dog stock. Call
753-2293.
FOR SALE - Registered
English Setter bird dog
pups, and Rat Terrier
pups. Also live Bob
White Quail and Ten-
nessee Reds. Call 437-
4310 after 6 p.m.
AKC REGISTERED St.
Bernard, 10 months old,
male. Had all shots.
Show quality. Call 753-
8508 before 10 a.m. and
after 5 p.m.
AKC TOY POODLE
puppies for sale. $75
each. One Black male,
One White female. Call
527-8166.
AKC ST. BERNARD
puppies. One male, $100.








... 3 bedroom frame,
electric heat, air con-
dition, drapes, garden
spot with partially
fenced yard ... Under
$18,000...Call 753-1492





own a mobile home, but
long for a home of your
own? Now is the time for
you to buy this tract of
almost five acres. It is
!equipped to handle three
mobiel homes, with well
and septic system
already in place. You
could live in the mobile
home while you build
the home of your
dreams on the,
remaining acreage. You
could either rent the
mobile home pads or sell
the acreage you would
not need. John C.
Neubauer, Realtor, 505
Main St., 753-1)101 or
Pam Rodgers, 753-7116.
LAKE PROPERTY - 1972
Wheeler mobile home




to Panorama Shores on
Blood River. Call Dennis
Jones, 75341515 after 5:30
p.m.








































































































division. Just listed and
priced at only $27,500.
Let us show you this
home by phoning
KOppenid Realty, 753-
1222. You can depend on





acres, 5 minutes from
town. Low 30's. Call 753-
7620.
CAMELOT DRIVE - Nice
4 bedroom tri-level brick
with central gas heat,
central electric




lot. Call 753-8080 or come




Westwood that looks like
a one family home. On




  andair. StOne
exterior. One of the
nicest looking tluplexes





home on a 2 acre tract,
in a peaceful country
setting. Located It mile
South of Wiswell Road,
on Ford Road. Call
Stinson Realty Co. for an
appointment. Phone 753-




FOR SALE - 80 acres,







202 Swift 456 Street
Pb... 753-3243
COMMERCIAL
PROPERTY for sale in
the city and county.
Several listings suitable
for small business in-
cluding auto clean-up
and repair, retail store
and residence com-
bination. Phone us today
• atKupperutRealty 753--
1222. We provide a
complete range of Real
Estate Service.
REALTORS.'
South 12th at Sycamore
TELEPHONE 7511651
BY OWNER - 5 acre
mini farm with near-
lynew..mdern trick
home, 8 miles from Ky.
Lake on Highway 94.
Apjiroximately 2500 sq.
ft. living area, plus large




be seen to appreciate.
Phone for appointment,
753-2957.
44. Lots For Sale
LOT IN FRONT of East
Elementary School. Can
build home or put
mobile home there. If
interested call 753-6083.
HOUSEHOLD AUCTION
305 South 8th street, near hospital, at
W.R. Perry home, Wednelday March 23,
10:00 A.M. rain or shintv in Murray, Ky.
This is a two family clean sale. Moving and sur-
plus of good living tan, bedroom, breakfast set,
a 'pi size bed. complete (antique) Naugahyde
couch, cabinet, sewing machine, 2 matching lad-
der back chairs'i platform rocker, real nice over
mantle plate glass mirror, a beautiful brass
fireplace and logs, new (Black and Decker) elec-
tric lawn mower, battery charger, bathroom
space saver shelves, two 220 electric heaters,
storm window, tables of milk, depression and
other good glass, useable dishes and cooking
utensils, toy money banks, wash kettle, pictures,
swinging and other lamps, books, copper tea ket-
tle, drapes, curtains, quilt pieces, salvage cloth,




Electric & Gas Bill High!
Did you know that plastic installed underneath your home could
altar* decrease your heating bill? We paint and repair the outside of
our home, but never think of the damage underneath. Cold air and dam-
pness with proper ventilation will not penetrate plastic. It will also helpprotect against termites, rot, fungi and other diseases and insects.
We treat for insects and 1'210-install plastic ana ventilation.
Call for FMK ladonostion and looseness.
Kelley's Termite & Pest Control
753-3914
Maw home inowil wed isooreoll io Calloway Coonty.
Ky. Licensed





Jim Adams Food liners
44 Lots For Sale
TWO ACRES OF land
east of Almo on blacktop  
road. Call -753-4418. 143851
45 Farms For Sale




Resort Park, in Trigg
County, Ky. See or call
Bobby G. Watson, Route
I, Murray, KY: 0071,
502-7534984.
46 Homes For Sale
FOUR BEDROOM, V.z.
baths on wooded lot on
Oaks Country Club golf
course, in the 60's. Call
753-9931.
SPACIOUS H OrSE 
adjoining University.
Excellent for rental,
nursery or family. Call
753-9799.
NICE AND NEAT three
bedroom brick with
carport and storage.
Mid 20's. Call 753-4187.
THREE BEDROOM












ft. living space. Phone
753-7857.
47.Motorcycles
1972 YAMAHA 350. Ex-
cellent shape. $350 firm.




mileage. $1850. Caji 753-
8136 after 5.
19741  Can-Am 250, like
new. 1974 125MX
Yarnaha, like new. Call
753-6831 or 753-6057.
1974 HONDA, 750, 3300
miles. $1150. Call 753-
3874.
1970 HONDA 450, semi-
chopped. Custom paint
with matching helmet.
Real nice bike. Call 474-
8810.
1976 750 HONDA. 18,000
miles. Harley wheel,













14 IN. STANDARD size
rocket wheels and 14 in.
factory Chevrolet
wheels. $100 each. Call 1-
382-2299.
TWO CLEAR T tops,
will fit 1968 to 1977
Corvette. Must sell,
cheap. Call 753-4015 or
753-9452.......
Want
The Classified Ad section
having a sale on classified
1977. The Sale is open
classified page, small




k.' No rebate will be
All Standard
And Classified
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1974 PONTIAC Catalina, 2
door coupe, one owner
family car, 34,000 miles,
new steel belted radials,
tape deck, tilt wheel,
special wheels, $3,300.
753-1566.
STATION WAGON - 1964
Mercury with air, 12,000
miles. Will have to see to
believe. You can buy
this everyday tran-
sportation for $725. Call




Also 12 gauge shotgun
with hanuners. Call 753-
2670.
1974 CAMARO Z-28,
headers, mags, 4 speed.




Power and air. good
condition. $1900. Call
489-2266.
1958 FORD TWO ton
grain truck. Call 489-
2563 after 6 p.m.





condition. $450. Call 753-
5332.
1965 PLYMOUTH. Call
753-0116 after 3 p.m.
1962 PONTIAC, 2 door.
$75. Call 436-2439.
CONVERTIBLE 1969
Pontiac, Custom S. --
Automatic, 0. H. C.-6,
rare. Will somebody
take this turkey out of




top. 1969 Jaguar, 2 plus 2




tires. Call Dennis Jones
j 753-8515 after 5:30 p.m.










8,000 miles. Sell or trade




and air. Straight drive, 6
cylinder. Red with white
vinyl top. $2,500. Call
753-7839 after 5 p. m.
49 Used Cars & Trucks
LIKE NEW 1969 Corvette,
only serious' inquiries
please. Phone 753-8676











brakes and air. Call 753-
8533 or 435-4325.
1974 FIAT model 128 2






dition. $1250. Call 489-
2156 or 767-4745 after 5 p.
m.
50. Campers
15' CAMPER - sleeps
four, contact Gunner
Nance at 753-4015 or 753-
8300.




















Ernest 8, Virginia White
Coll 753-0605.













SEAR.S now Call Doug
Taylor at 753-2310 for
free estimates for your
needs.
ELECTRICAL - WIRING









$425.00 op, floored, reedy nil.. Also precut, yog build, es
low se 1300.00. II s S., to 24z 60 sterodord, leet will precut
egey silo noodoil. Buy Hot beet for low







Call 753-5827 or 753-9618.





and service. Call Tony
Montgomery 753-6760,
day or night.
FOR A FREE estimate
on all stump removal.














mow. Call Scott Scar-
brough, 753-6736.
WILL DO babysitting in
my home. Three miles







































ficient service. NO job
too small. Call Ernest
White, 753-0605.
INSULATION BLOWN in
by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling
bills. Call Doug Taylor




exterior, by the hour or
job. Free estimate.
Phone 753-8343.
The Owners of Aluminum Service Co. have dissolved
partnership. Bobby Lawrence former hell-owner has
now formed o portriership with his son. The name of
the new firm will be:
LAWRENCE & SON
Siding









work needs call John
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
436-2586.
LICENSE ELEC-
TRICIAN and as in-
stallation will do
plumbing, heating and
sewer cleaning. Call 753-
7203.
DRIVEWAYS white
rocked. Sand and lime
hauled. Call Mark Bucy.
.753-8381.
EXPERT BUILDING
and remodeling - one
cabinet to complete





Steam clean one room at
8 cents per sq. ft. and we
will clean the hallway
free, limit 4 x 10. A 10' x
.10'_room would only be
$8.00. Call Mike Hut-
chens, 753-0359.
TREES CUT and trim-
med. Storm damage.
Free estimates. Call 436-
2294.
CHECK OUR PRICES
first for tune-up, brake
jobs, overhaul. See
David Nelson and Son's




replacement for homes -










struction Co., Route 2,
Box 409 A Paducah, Ky.












SATURDAY, MARCH 26, 10:00 A.M.
RAIN OR SHINE
LOCATION: 's mile East of Lynnville, Ky on Highway 94
FARM MACHINERY, TRUCKS
TRACTOR: i 85 Albs Chalmecs eob9004 0hobudrsbeini cebypce(Ile,,ntpciod,:burtr osctyva,e bed bd,s,
TRUCMS: 1974 Ford lion
sbck 14 000 m.les 1971 Ford 1 ton voth metal gran bed and cartle 'racks
COMBINE: E Gleanec with 10 toot header
1 ACRE DARK FIRED TOBACCO BASE.
FIELD EQUIPMENT: Albs Chalmers 4 fog planter. .2 11 8u,ch drsc, 4 ,.tur
culfiyator 7 1r (Noy Hog celery Mb**, 414 rIlOWS Seed Easy 11 it chisil -plow,
convertible to 9 It 240 gallon spray ttg son surge/ harrow tractor post owe me
ew sulasoiler plows or lays pipe Kelley !tont end loaClervwith bucket blade and
4 pool tvi 4 wheel wagon
MISCELLANEOUS: 2 wheel trarter boom pole barrels and pump Jug chins
!PPS Da410,1 hand fonder grease COS power purrlp On wheels 184 26 on,
bole ,trns Lome-Along. 2 row lairni at piow shop Ian set socket wenches
hose 3 cylrnders wrre stretchers 4 Candy berbrc.de bases 100 it block end
line hand tools and many Otte, ,fefn, too otrolerOvs to
FURNITURE: Round table ant.oue s•delsoard chic, *spiel bed and many




Real Estate & Auction Co





(This alphabetized page will run weekly - clip it from
the paper and save for handy reference)
100 10 13th
Free Termite Inspection























6 00 to 6 00 p m
Phone 753-5351
Murat Kr







We con do Copehert
I Dumont Warranty Service
Hwy 94 test
9 e. m. to 9 p. en. Toes., Wed.
and Mors 9 a. m. to 10 p 0.















Open 8 00 m














































Nose, garden ont• serer
poorer and concrete tools and
etc
753-5703
302 N 18th Street
Murray
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Funeral services for Orby
Williams of Cincinnati, 0.,
formerly of Calloway County,
were held Sunday at two p.m.
at the Temple Hill United
Methodist Church with the
Rev. Heyward Roberts and
the Rev. A. H. McLeod, Jr.,
off;ciating, Mrs. Billy Nat
Galloway was the pianist.
Pallbearers were J. D.
Grogan, Jerry-Adams, 12tonnie
Adams, Frankie Adams,
Larry Roberts, and James
Williams. Burial was in the
Murray City Cemetery with
the arrangements lly• the
Blalock-Coleman - Funeral
Home where Masonic rites
were conducted Saturday-
evening by-Temple Hill Lodge
No. 276 Free and Accepted
Masons of which Mr. Williams
was a member.
Mr. Willitrns, age 63, died
ThuiSday at the Providence
Hospital .Cincinnati, 0. He
was in the construction and
bull dozer business at Cin-
cinnati where he was a
member of the New
Burlington Church of Christ.
Born April 7, 1913, in Calloway
County, he was the son of the
Late Huie and Beulah Burkeen
Williams.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Alba Roberts Williams, to
whom he was married on
December 27, 1931; one
daughter, Mrs. Ronald (Joan /
Anderson, Cincinnati, 0.; one
son, Prentice Williams,
Benton Route Four; two
sisters, Mrs. Orean Adams,
Dexter Route One, and Mrs.
Hollis Hale, Murray Route
Eight; one brother, Vernie
Williams, Dexter Route One;
four grandchildren, Penny
York, Craig Williams, and


















Rayburn of 1607 Dodson,
Murray, died Saturday at 2:30
p.m, at the Westview Nursing
Home. She was 75 years of age
and a former restaurant
owner.
The Murr* woman was the
wife of Lilburn Rayburn who
died February 8, 1970. She was
a member of the First Baptist
Church, Born June 14, 1901, in
Calloway County, she was the
daughter of the late John
Thomas Sledd and Rosa Smith
Sledd.
Mrs. Rayburn is survived by
one sister, -Mrs. Hayrus Sledd
Fair, 1607 Dodson, Murray;
one niece, Mrs. Virginia
Towery; four nephews, Billy
Joe Erwin, Hugh Sledd, Joe
Sledd, and Harry M. Sledd.
The funeral is being held
today at 2:30 p.m. at the
chapel of the J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home with the Rev.
Dr. Bill Whittaker and the
Rev. G. T. Moody officiating.
The song service is by a group
from the First Baptist Church
with Alene Knight as organist.
Serving as active
pallbearers are Cecil Taylor,
Carlton Outland, Grant Stiles,
Toy Smith, Jack Belote, and
Preston Jones. Honorary
pallbearers are Alvis Jones,
Marvin Harris, Ronald
Churchill, Purdom Lassiter,
Henry Sledd, Denny Smith,
Douglas Shoemaker, Truman
Smith, B. C. Grogan, Joe
Rayburn, and George
Shoemaker.




The funeral for Mrs. Eva M.
Puckett of Murray was held
Sunday at two p.m. at the Roy
M. Lowe Funeral Home,
Lowes, with the Rev. J. T.
Carter and the Rev. Vernon
Drew officiating.
Pallbearers were Robert
Burnett, R. C. Byerley, Otey
Ross, Eldon Puckett, Berkley
Barnhill, and Leland Barnhill.
Burial was in the Liberty
Cemetery.
Mrs. Puckett, age 78, died
Friday at 6:15 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. She was a former
resident of Folsomdale.
Survivors include three
sons, James E. Dodson,
Paducah, Leon Puckett,
Bowling Green, and Glenn

















118 St. 12th. 753-0035
Free Parking At Rear Door
TUCKER FAMILY TREE BOOK WRITTEN — A book detailing the lamily tree of Robert
Tucker is scheduled to be released April 1, according to author-compiler Brown
Tucker (standing). Tucker is being assisted by Gladys Jaco in getting the final
manuscript ready for the printers. The author said that the Robert Tucker family, which
reached Calloway County about 1837, is one of the largest families in Calloway Coun-
ty. Tucker said that descendents of the family and others desiring a copy of the eight
by ten inch, plastic bound, book should send a check in the amount of $12 to the
Tucker Book Fund, 502 Maple, Murray. The number of copies printed will be deter-
mined by the number of advance subscriptions, Tucker said. Additional information
may be obtained by calling 753-4342.
Staff Photo by David Hill
World News Briefs
i I
DENVER ( API — Twelve-year-old twins Mike and
Mona Yen dropped in on their great-uncle. "He was really
surprised," said Mike. C.T. Yen had reason to be, since
the twins live here in Denver and he lives in Shanghai, in
the People's Republic of China. The Yens were among 16
students at the private Colorado Academy who went on an
18-day tour of China:The students, aged 11 to 15, were the
youngest group of Arriericans to visit China since contacts
betweenthe two natio& were reopened in 1971.
CHICAGO lATh — There is no evidence that heavy
marijuana smoking changes the structure of the brain or
central nervous system: Iwo research groups conclude,
despite earlier evidence that part of the brain wasted
away under prolonged smoking. The new studies, carried
out independently, are reported in the March 21 issue of
The Journal of the American Medical Association.
•
WASHINGTON — President Carter and, Japan's
Prime Minister Taitto Fukuda, to newcomers to the in-
ternational scene, arle opening two days of talks on global
economic and security issues. A White House ceremony
featuring military honors was scheduled today for
Fukuda, here on an official visit The Carter-Fukuda talks
are expected to focus on bilateral economic issues and on
preparations for the May economic summit in London in-
volving:The' United States, Japan and other industrial
democracieS.
WASHINGTON ( AP) — Six months after changing the
nation's tax laws in a way that resulted in a record num-
ber of taxpayer errors, Congress is talking "sim-
plification" again. The House has passed and the Senate
Finance Committee is considering a new method of tax-
computation that the Treasury Department says will
make the annual taxpaying process easier for 96 per cent
of the population. II will result in a longer but far simpler
tax form, the experts say. The changes are part of a big
taxcut bill, including $50-per-person rebates, that the
finance committee expects to approve this week.
(\itn• i1irr\-11
NEW DELHI, India AP) — Prime Minister Indira Gan-
dhi probably will resign today following the loss of her
seat in Parliament and reverses suffered by her Congress
party in the Indian general election, official vuirees
reported. Mrs. Gandhi's foes already had begun to try to
put together a government. With returns in for 283 of the
542 seats in the lower house of Parliament, the new Janata.
(People's) party had 135 and could count on the support of
nine more. Mrs. Gandhi's Congress party, which won two-
third of the seats in the 1971 election, had only 103.
PARIS ( AP) — The Socialist-Communist drive to win
control of the French National Assembly next year picked













456 YOU WERE wAYOF SOrNiNy,
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Prices of stock of local interest at noon
EDT, today, furnished to the Ledger &Times by Firs of Michigan, Corp., of
Murray, areas follows:
Heublein Inc Ws +Al
McDonalds Corp 43% 44
Ponderosa Systems 6% unc
Kimberly Clark 44% 44
Union Carbide at% -%
W.R. Grace HP% +%
Texaco 27% -%
General Elec. 50% 41
GAF Corp 12% +%
Georgia Pacific Kt% -%
Pfizer . 21% +%
Jim Walters 34% +4ir
Kirsch 14% 44
Disney 31 44
Franklin Mint 24% +%
Prices of stocks of local interest at
noon today furnished to the Ledger &
Times by I. M. Simon Co. are as follovrs.






Ashlars/ Oil 34% -411
AT.& T 63 +%
Ford Motor 56%
Gen. Dynamics  17',
Gen. Motors 71% -%
Gen. llre 27% -4
Goodrich. 31% -%
Gulf Oil 30% -4.
Pennwalt 34% +41
Quaker Oats. 22% -%
Republic Steel  33% 44
Singer Mfg. 2255 A.
Tappan. - 10% unC
Western Union  17%
Zenith Radio 26% -%
Hog Market
Federal State Market News Service
March 21,1977
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 7 Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. 1066 Est. 300 Barrows &
Gilts 1.00 lower Sows steady .50 lower
US 1-2 200-3301bs 136.00-36.25
US 1-3 200-240 lbs. . 135.75-36.00
US 2-4 240-260 lbs.  135.00-35.75
US 3-4 260-2801W 134.00-35.00
Sows
US 1-2 270.350 lbs 130.00-31.50
US 1-3300-150 lbs,  131.50-32.50
US 1-3 450-6501W 132.50-33.00
US 2-3 300-500 lbs. 129.00-30.00
Boars is.rop 50
alliance won a majority of the popular vote and control of
70 per cent of France's larger cities. The left came out of
the local voting on the past two Sundays controlling 156 of
the 221 French cities with more than 30,000 population and
51 per cent of the total vote.
CLARK AIR BASE, The Philippines (AP) — President
Carter's special commission to Indochina is returning
home with assurances from Vietnam and hopes from Laos
that procedures can be set up to clarify the status of some
of the Americans missing in the Vietnam War. Hanoi han-
ded over what they said were the remains of 12 U.S. pilots
shot down in Vietnam. They were flown to Honolulu, and
military medical experts went to work on them to confirm
the identities.
MOSCOW (AP) — President Nikolai Podgorny left
Moscow today on a major Soviet diplomatic mission to
Southern Africa. He flew first to Tanzania, which his
Latin-American ally Fidel Castro left today before his
arrival. From Tanzania, Podgorny is scheduled to go to
Zambia and Mozambique, two more of the so-called "fron-
tline" black states supporting black nationalist movemen-







































































21 Harbinger 31 Food fish
22 Poem 32 Souvenir
23 Poke 33 Abstract
24 Concealed being
25 Possessive 34 Strike
pronoun 36 Ones
27 Toll calling
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THINK ABOUT IT
By Kenny Imes
A wit once wise-cracked, "Nothing is opened
more by mistake than the mouth." It was meant
in jest but it also has a serious meaning. For in-
stance, can anyone honestly say he has never
said the wrong thing at the wrong time. Hardly.
When a faux-pas like that happens, one regrets
it. An unthinking slip of the tongue can happen to
anyone. It is understandable. However, an
outright lie-especially an untrue or unconfirmed
rumor spoken behind the back of some one-is not
a slip of the tongue. Instead, the tongue takes a
slippery slide that debases a human mind.
Because malicious gossip can malign,
tragically taint or ruin a person's reputation, the
act is inexcusable. The offended person must
really stretch religious instincts of compassion,
forgiveness and understanding of a non-
understandable offense. The victim must show
considerable courage to believe the sureness of
right will prevail. It takes even more courage to
adhere to Ecclesiastes 7:9- "Be not quick to
anger, for anger lodges in the bosom of fools."











,At Blue Cross and Blue Shield and Delta
Dental of Kentucky, we're concerned
about the cost of health care. That's
why day after day, year after year. we
work with doctors, hospitals and other
providers to hold down costs.
But theiv's another equally important
means of holding down health care
costs. You! Because how you take car'
of yourself directly affects the cost of
health care for all of us. -
In the long run, good health habits
are the best form of health care...and
the least expensive. So make a pledge.
Start your own health care
program today.
There is no better health care -Plan
than your own good health care habits.
With all of us helping each of us, we
can maintain quality health care at the
lowest possible cost.
Write us for information on quality -
health care plans. Blue Cross and Blue
Shield and Delta Dental of Kentucky
9901.Linn Station Road, Louisville. RN'
40223
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